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All progra1 ns
rated for cuts
Task group to decide how to
trim campus programs

Students inside watch the game as 100 students with season passes are turned away. (Ed Sawyer photo)

Students angry at Snively
100 angry students not admitted to hockey game
By Pete Welburn

Staff Reporter
Angry students began
screaming "Let us in! Let us in!"
and kicking the rear doors of
University of New Hampshire's
Snively Arena after the arena staff
stopped admitting students with
athletic passes to the men's hockey
game Saturday night. UNH senior Kevin Page was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct
after a majority of the students
were dispersed by University
police·.
A snowball, tossed from a
crowd of approximately a
hundred students, hit the roof of
a University police cruiser as an
officer informed the students, over
the car's public address system,

'

that they would not be allowed
into the game. There was no visible damage to the cruiser, according to students at the scene.
UNH senior Scott LaClair was
shocked when his athletic pass was
not accepted. "We got here 40
minutes early and they just
stopped letting people in. I could
not believe it," LaClair said.
The game was scheduled to
begin at 7:00 p.m.
The outburst, which began at
approximately 6:30 p.m., was a
result of students' misunderstanding that the athletic passes did not
guarantee admission to the game.
An athletic pass is a sticker that
can be purchased from the athletic
departmentfor$100and used with
a student I.D. for admittance to all

j'~-;,

Don Murray, a professo;·emeritus of English, said that the current
war in the Gulf is forcing him to remember the horrors of his war.
(courtesy photo)
.
_

men's and women's regular season home athletic events.
According to athletic ticket
manager Vickee Perron a flier
which exp"iains that there are a
limited number of seats for men's
hockey games is sent out to all
students who purchase athletic
passes.
Saturday night's game, however, was the first game of the
1990-1991 men's hockey season that
sold out before 8:00 p.m., according to Perron. Students with athletic passes were admitted prior to
game time to all regular season
games except Saturday night's
game against Maine.
Student athletic passes were
please see HOCKEY, page 12

By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
In the face of state budget
cuts and decreasing enrollment,
the University of New Hampshire is analyzing how to re-allocate the budgets of every department, program, and function at
the University, possibly resulting in the improvement of some
areas and the reduction or termination of others.
Fred Schnur, chairman of the
Allocation of Resources Task
Group, called President Dale
Nitzschke' s creation of the group
in October 1990 "history in the
making."
Schnur said the mission of
the task group is to take a look at
all of the University's programs,
to see which of them· need enhancement and to see how resources can be re-allocated to
better meet the needs of the University.
"Every so often a businessand we are a business of educating students- should take a step
back and say,' Are we in the right
business? Are we providing all
the services that we should? Are
we doing things that there are no
. longer demands for?"' Schnur
said.
Schnur gave as an example a
buggy maker- who continues to
make buggies even though they
are outdated, refuses to make
cars, and as a result misses the
big market. Likewise, the Universitymustdecidewhatfeatures
need improvement and what
features· are no longer needed,

said Schnur.
The task group consists of
13 members including Schnur,
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Walter Eggers, Executive Vice President George Kinnear, Dean of Liberal Arts Stuart
Palmer, Dean of Life Sciences
and Agriculture Thomas
Fairchild, several faculty members and administrators, and
one student body representative, Malinda Lawrence. Eggers
said the members were chosen
through recommendations and
that many were also members
of the Budget and Planning
Committee. Nitzschke made the
final decision on the members.
The Allocation of Resources Task Group is now in
the process of reviewing questionnaires that were sent out to
all program directors and all
department chairs. These questionnaires asked about the
importance of programs and
their quality, 'cost and demand
at the University.
Schnur said the task group
hopes to complete its review of
these questionnaires in a few
weeks. Departments that receive both extremely positive
and negative responses from the
questionnaires will be reviewed
carefully.
The chair of every department must rank each program
within the department in order
of importance. The dean of every
college must then rank the de- ·
Please see BUDGET, page 10

Don Murray describe s the
horrors of World War Two
By Deanna Dumam
News Reporter
Donald Murray knows he
could kill someone. In fact, he
thinks he already has.
Murray is a writer of textbooks, poems, novels and a weekly
Globe column, a professor emeritus of English at UNH (where he
started the journalism program
and other courses) and a Pulitzer
Prize winning journalist.
But Murray remembers f1ghting in the front lines for the Allied
forces during World War II. He
remembers a ground war in Belgium and Germany. He remembers the Battle of the Bulge. ''fhis
war (Persian Gulf) has thrown me
back there," he said.

Murray hates the war. He
said, '1 have some idea of the
price." He thinks that for every
physical wound there will be two
people with mental damage. He
remembers the first broken person he saw in the war. Murray
had a defense against breaking.
He decided that he was going to
die and didn't worry about it.
"Since I was going to die there
was no sense in being terrified,"
said Murray.
During his first combat, while
he was walking down a snowy
road, a major in the infantry
walked by, carrying himself like a
little boy. Murray said the major
was ''broken completely''.
Murray said war is not a

pretty thing. A soldier wears the
same clothes from December to
March and has nothing but constipation and diarrhea. He said he
had to "scrape off" the mess.
When he was 18, Murray was
all set to join the war. However,
he wore glasses, and the service
would not accept him. By giving
the doctor a present, Murray was
able to get his vision waived.
Murray brought him a bottle of
Four Rose Whiskey, and the doctor let him in the army.
While in the army, Murray
was a paratrooper. He said he
remembers that "it feels great to
land." The first time he jumped
Please see MURRAY, page 8
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Iraqi prisoners march past the Second Marine Division after prisoner roundup. (AP Photo) ;,

· The War In Brief. ....
Friday, Feb. 22

Sunday, Feb. 24

• President Bush and the allies give Iraq until noon EST Saturday
to begin a withdrawal from Kuwait or face an all out ground attack. The U.S. -led coalition demands that withdrawal be completed within a week.
• The Iraqi government denounced the allied ultimatum as "shameful" and aligned itself with a modified Soviet peace proposal,
, which calls for a three-week pullout and rejects Iraq's responsibil1ity for reparations.
• Iraqi forces set approximately 150 oil wells ablaze in Kuwait.
Bush accused Iraq for following a "scorched-earth policy". Iraq
denies the charge.
• U.S. sources report a total of 24 Americans killed in action, 30 are
listed as missing, and nine are listed as prisoners.

• U.S.-led forces thrust toward Kuwait City to oust occupying Iraqi
troops.
Allied helicopter raids and paratrooper deployment worked together as the forces pushing into Kuwait encountered only token
opposition and took thousands of Iraqis prisoner.
• U.S. General Schwarzkopf reported at least 5,500 enemy prisoners of war with low allied casual ties.
• Film of ground forces in a~tion reached U.S. television stations
showing Iraqi surrendered forces lined up and controlled by allied
soldiers.
·

Monday, Feb. 25

• President Bush gave a positive report of the ground assault saying
operations were "on course and on schedule"
Saturday, Feb. 23
• Military sources reported 270 Iraqi tanks destroyed in the days
• Coalitiori·forces begin the ground campaign after there were no fighting and over 20,000 Iraqi soldiers in custody as prisoners of
signs of withdrawal prior to the U.S. set deadline of 12 noon EST. war.
• Iraqi forces 'are reportedly executing large amounts of Kuwaiti • Allied forces reported a light response from Iraq with entire
citizens in an effort to cover torture and other mistreatment.
brigades surrendering.
• U.S. officials report a remarkably efficient and effective coordinated ground assault with light resistance by Iraqi forces.
• U.S. command emphasized that the heart of the Iraqi Army have
not been engaged and should not be underestimated.
• U.S State department announced a news blackout to keep information in the proper hands
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W om en A tU N H
ho no re d du ri ng
or al ex hi bi ti on
Kic ks off Wom en's His tory Mo nth
By Gina DiGre gorio
News Report er
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(Ed Sawyer photo) .
history exhibition honored 25 women in the UNH community.

After walkin g away from a
violent relatio nship she worke d in
a factory to suppor t herself and
her son. With the fear of ending up
as bitter as the people she worked
with, she sought an educat ion. This
led to her book for people on welfare who want to pursue a postsecond aryedu cation. Today sheis
a doctora l studen t in sociology and
a teacher of social proble ms hereat
the Univer sity of New Hamps hire.
Her name is Kim Cook and she is
just one of the 25
women who were
profile d at the uThey (oral

O ne st ud en t jo in s an d on e
dr op s st ud en t tr us te e ra ce
Ken isto n and New lan d are the onl y can did ate s

By Ben Zipkin and Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter and News Editor

UNH junior Matt Newla nd dealing with budget issues. He

joined the race last week and freshman Chuck Roy droppe d from the
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now
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a
shire studen t is offered
the board of trustee s, which over- dents For Higher Education. "The
sees the admini strative activities bottom line in the Univer sity's
of UNH, Keene State and Ply- problems is the budget . The trustee position is the best way a stumouth State.
~~~ dent can influen ce
~~~
~~~
~~~~~~~~~
the budge t pro"The bottom line in the University's ceedin gs," said
problems is the budget. The trustee Newla nd when
he deposition is the best way a student can asked towhyenter
the
cided
influence the budget proceedings."
race. Newla nd said
cein
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiMiiiiiiiiiaiiiittiiiiNiiiieiiiiwiiiiiiiiilaiiiiniiiidiiiiiiiii. hehase xperien

met with Gov. Judd Gregg last
year to discuss budget problem s
while he was a studen t at Manch ester Institu te of Technology.
Roy decide d to drop out of
the race becaus e studen ts must be
at least second semest er sophomqres to run for the position, and
he is only a freshman~ The Studen t
Senate is trying to convin ce the
board of trustee s to allow any
studen t to run, no matter what
his /her class standin g is, said
Studen t Senato r Ted Grimbilas.
But Roy said he does not want to
take the chance of being elected
and then being turned down by
the board. Instead , Roy has endorsed Newla nd becaus e he is
confident in the job Newla nd could
do.

"Students have the right
to choose who ever they
think is qualified."
-Wally Keniston
Kenist on, a first semest er
sophom ore, is also affected by the
rule that says studen ts must be
second semest er sophom ores to
run. Kenist on is not planni ng on
withdr awing. He said that New
Hamps hire law allows for a student to sit on the board of trustees.
The board should not re-inte rpret
that to mean that the studen t must
be at least a second semest er sop ho more, said Kenist on. He
added, "Stude nts have the right to
choose who ever they think is
qualifi ed."
The studen t trustee election
will be held on March 5, and an
open forum debate with all the
candid ates will be held in the
Memor ial Union Building on Feb.
28.
race.
Matt Newla nd is the newes t addito n to the studen t trustee
(Bir2er Dahl photo)

and Our Comm unities . The nominees were then selected by panelists who choose 25 women to profile.
"I was very honore d," Cook
said. '1 think this is a wonde rful
testim ony to the streng th and
persev erance of women ."
According to Lad jamaya , a
membe r of PCSW, the portrai ts
are a wonde rful beginn ing for the
celebration sponso red by PCSW.
Kimbe rly Ammo n, a 1990
UNH gradua te, was also profile d
at the exhibition. Ammo n will be

history projects) create opportunities and help people gain an
understanding of the world from another
Cindy Cohen,
person.,,

Oral Histor y Exhibitio nlastni ght,
which celebra ted
of
the lives
coordi nator of PCSW,
wome n in the
UNH commu nity.
The exhibition, sponso red by attendi ng law school in the fall to
the Wome n's Issue Resource Cen- pursue herinte rest in crimin al law.
ter with suppor t from the The UNH The interes t stems from her expePresid ent's Comm ission on the rience with the justice system afStatus of Wome n (PCSW), was the ter being raped while at UNH by
kick-o ff for Wome n's Histor y someo ne with whom she was
Month , which will be celebra ted acquai nted. The defend ant was
found not guilty.
betwee n Feb. 25 to March 28.
Ammo n said she feels funny
Accord ing to Heathe r Petro,
coordi nator of the exhibition, the being nomina ted, but she said the
project had over 100 nomine es who
fit the Wome n's History Month
please see HISTO RY, page 9
theme: Transf orming Oursel ves
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By Kim Nerney
News Reporter
As graduation approaches, students are busy trying to
get their resumes together. Many are nervous about what
the future holds for them. Because of an economic recession, some students wonder if they will find jobs. University of New Hampshire (UNH)-officials say if students take
the right steps, finding a job will be hard but not impossible.
Director of Career Planning and Placement David
Holmes said, 'There are four ways of getting a job in this
country." According to Homes these are inquiring with
employment agencies, reading announcements (ads,
newspapers, posters), talking to others (networking or
word-of-mouth) and applying directly. Most jobs are found
through networking, he added.
Holmes said, "In an audience of at least 50 students, 75
percent of them raise their hands to networking." These
four ways of finding a job have not changed over the years,
said Holmes. People just out of high school find their jobs
by using one of the four he added.
The fact that the system does not change is largely
misunderstood, said Holmes. ''People have a tendency to
relate job applications to applying for college," Holmes
said. He added the student sends the completed application to choice places. He or she then sits back and waits to
hear who accepts them.
Holmes said that this method gets applicants nowhere. "It is very simple and it's a very passive method for
looking for jobs," said Holmes.
After they find some of their interests Holmes said, a
student's next step is to explore them. ''This is the most
important part of the process," said Homes.
"It is done through talking to people who are already
in the field, alumni and reading about it."
Internships and hands-on experience are the bestthings
to do next. Holmes said good experiences are "any that can
solidify your decision for the field and at the same time
build a credential folder for the resume."
.
He said meeting people is also an important step iritltit
process. The more people you know the better. These are
connections and ties, he said.
Holmes said students do not always have a good idea
-where they are going after graduation and that is OK.
"Large numbers of people who are just graduating from

Career Placement and Planning, in Huddleston, helps students prepare resumes and find jobs. (Ed Sawyer photo)
college are putting off the decision what they want to do,"
said Holmes. It depends on the person and how comfortable he or she is with his or her present situation.
· ·This present situation can be greatly affected by
society's economic situation. With the nation in its present
recession, certain areas of the job market such as the hotel
industry and the banking industry and their competitiveness have been affected.
''fhe hotel industry has dried-up to some degree,"
said Holmes.
"It was a booming field a few years ago and suddenly
there is an over capacity in the hotel industry. There is
a1most no field that is unaffected. The banking industry,
construction, real estate, all of these fields have been affected, the high-tech field has also been affected, and this is

the worst area of the country," said Holmes.
Every year recruiters from companies come to the UNH
campus through Career Planning and Placement to speak
with students. Due to the recession, there has been a decrease
in the amount of recruiters at UNH this year, Holmes said.
There were 230 who came to the campus in 1988-89, said
Holmes. "That was the peak," he said. This year about 151
plan to come.
These 151 companies are much more selective because
they do not have as many open positions and opportunities,
said Holmes. Students who want to be more competitive to
these recruiters need to think about and find some possible
career interests, and test them out during their junior year.
Students have to realize that "job searching is not job
searching. Job searching is a counseling process. It's a whole
number of steps that you go through," said Jo~eph Phelan,
vice president of Alumni and University Relations.
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Anti-War
Demonstrator Sets
Himself Ablaze

A man doused himself with paint thinner and set
himself afire on at a protest in Amherst, MA. The man
apparently shouted something against U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf before lighting himself. Others
at the rally attempted to put out the flames but were
unsuccessful. The man died of severe burns and smoke
inhalation police said.

Walesa Wants May
Elections
Poland's President Lech Walesa urged parliament Friday to hold elections at the end of May. He also said he
was abandoning his idea for a "political council" that
critics denounced as a puppet parliament. Walesa's
letter to the speaker of the Sejm, or parliament makes the
elections a virtual certainty. Walesa has been silent
about parliamentary elections since being voted into
office in December but claims the early elections are "a
condition for stabilizing the political situation in our
country."

Illinois Woman Joins
Cabinet
Illinois Republican Lynn Martin was sworn in Friday as secretary of labor and President Bush said Martin
would become "a powerful force for good" in the American workplace. Martin, 51, a former congresswoman
from Rockford, Ill., was available for the position after a
loss to Democrat Paul Simon in last year's Senate race.
Martin thanked President Bush for his appointment and
said u I also want to thank Paul Simon, without whose
help I wouldn't be here." Bush hopes Martin will help
boost his record with labor groups.

Crowds Support
Yeltsin in Moscow
About 100,000 people rallied in Moscow in support
of Boris Yeltsin, the Russian republic's president, who
last week demanded Gorbachev's resignation. The

demonstration took place one day after tens of thousands
of soldiers, veterans and others massed in the same
square to express their support for the Soviet ·a rmy and
the Kremlin.

Skyscraper Burns in
Downtown
Philadelphia
Three firefighters were killed in a high-rise fire in
Philadelphia. The fire burned for almost 19 hours
before it was finally taken under control by authorities
Sunday afternoon. The 12- alarm fire gutted at least
nine floors of a 38-story building across from City
Hall. The cause for the blaze, which left the building
in danger of collapsing and risking further destruction to the downtown area, is under investigation.

Violence Continues in
· Bangladesh
Supporters of two rival parties fought with guns
and knives in the Bangladeshi port city of Chittagong.
The fighting, which lasted for several hours, rendered
at least tw.o dead and injured 25, police officials said.
The violence erupted between backers of the Awami
League and the National Democratic Party as the

country prepares for elections Tuesday.
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ALENDAR-------TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26
Eating Concerns Program - "Look and How They Affect You," film and discussion. Carroll Room, MUB,
12:30p.m.
Eating Concerns Program - "Spontaneous Eating and Nutrition," Meg Mertz, nutritionist. Carroll
Room, MUB, 4 p.m.
Lecture - "Public Relations/ Advertising Forum." Informal discussion and question/answer period
with Boston residents working in public relations & advertising. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 7 to 9 p.m.
Italian Film - "Umberto D." Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p .m.
University Theater - "A Lie of the Mind." Hennessy Theater, 7 p.m.
Women's History Program - "Stories of Our Lives." Make a paper patchwork quilt documenting your
own life or celebrating a woman important to you. Lounge, Babcock, 7 p.m. All welcome.
Eating Concerns Program - Discussion. Women's Issues Resource Center, MUB, 7:30 p.m.
. . . . .
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The office with access to over 800 alumni

(Ed Sawyer, photo)
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for students
By Victoria Fraza
News Reporter
The Parent and Alumni Career Advisor Network concentrates on exploring the possibilities of finding a job. For the past
five years, David Holmes, director of Career Planning and Placement, has been using the program
to help students contact people
and to talk to them about possible
careers.
Holmes said the program
provides "the best advice and information that exists for a given
field." Students are given books
with names and numbers of
alumni and parents who have jobs
in the field they want to get i11to.
Students are then encouraged to
contact these people in order to set
up a meeting. There is no guarantee that the students will get a job,
but that is not really the purpose
of the program. The purpose is to
establish a network ofcontacts that
may be able to help a student,
either by giving advice or helping
to find a job, said Holmes.
UNH senior Jill Humelsine
opted to meet with Holmes, who
introduced her to the program, in
an effort to find out more about
getting a job. Humelsine said she
has gotten a lot of information
from the program, but she has not
actually contacted anyone yet. She

had heard of the program
through some friends who used
it and said that it was very helpful. None of these friends have
gotten jobs through the program,
but said the information they
got was very helpful, and the
people were very willing to talk
to them.
Holmes said that he has
about 800 names in the file right
now, but he hopes to expand the
number to a couple thousand.
Holmes works with alumni
groups all over the country
trying to get them to participate
in the program. He said that most
alumni are very interested in the
program. He also said he has a
lot of UNH parents involved in
the program.
In order to use the service, a
student needs to set up an appointment or just walk into the
Career Planning and Placement
Office, which is located in room
203 of Huddleston Hall. From
there, employees will tell a student what to do. Once there,
employees give students information on how to get in touch
with people, what kinds of questions to ask possible employers
and how set up· a letter or telephone interview.
please see ALUMNI page 8

CORRECTION....
In the article "Students to import snow for Winter Carnival's
festivities" in the Friday, February 15th edition of TNH, the
Campus Activities Board (CAB) Chairperson should have been
identified as Cindy Witte. Also, according to Mike Sullivan,
Winter Carnival Chairperson, UNH Grounds and Roads did
supply twenty-five tons of snow for use in the events and was
very supportive of CAB's efforts.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Women's History Program- "Culture, Politics and Transformation," Jane Sapp. Strafford Room, MUB,
12:30 to 2 p.m.
Eating Concerns Week Program- "Mirror, Mirror," Film and discussion. "Panel oflndividuals Living
with an Eating Concern," 4 p.m. Carroll Room, MUB.
Diversity Semester - "Eyes on the Prize," Vol. II, 1960-61.
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Psychology Colloquim - ''The Relations Among Culture, Philosophy, and Education in India," P.S.
Jacob, Ahmednagar College, India. Room 101, Conant Hall, 3:45 p.m.
Chapman Colloquim - "Speculations on the Origin and Early History of the Earth," Dr. Lincoln R. Page,
Adjunct Professor Earth Sciences, UNH. Room 119, J_a mes Hall, 4 p.m.
Women's Basketball-vs. Arkansas State. Field House, 7 p.m.
University Theater - "A Lie of the Mind." Hennesy Theater, 7 p.m.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Who is your faVoritesuperhero and why?

\

Justine Dube
Sophomore
Business Admin.

Taylor
Freshdog
Cosmetics

'The Hulk. I met him at The Hart..
ford Civic Center. He saved me
from an almost certain death."

"It's got to be Underdog.He's got
Sweet Polly Purebred and she's
one good-looking babe."

•

"Wonderwoman. She's got those
funky bracelets that deflect bullets and she has the lasso of truth."

Pam Scheideler
Freshman
Undeclared

•

Jason Sawyer
Freshman
Political Science .

Tim Robinson
Freshman
Business Admin.
''Spiderman because he made
guest appearances on The Electric
Company."

"Superman. Hot chicks. X-ray
vision. 'Nuff said."

'The Wonder Twins, you know,
Zan and Jana. They can take the
form of an eagle and the shape of
an ice bridge."
Jon Bernardini
Junior
Molecular Biology

Todd Baker
Senior
. WSBE/Poli. Sci.

Jen Tewhey
Senior
Nutrition
"Shazam. He hung out in that
really cool RV and talked to the
elders."

"Porous Man because if the gym is
locked he can get in and still play
hoop."
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Alpha Phi
plans mock
game shovv
By Gary DelVecchio

News Reporter
One hundred people surveyed. Top four answers are in
this story. Here's the question.
What good can come out of a
Family Feud featuring Greek
houses as contestants?
Survey says ...
The number one answer is:
People think it will be a lot of
good, clean fun, which will benefit charities.
It will cost $2
to see the Alpha
Phi sponsored all"I
Family
Greek
where
Feud,
Greeks will be pitted against Greeks
inan Universityof
New Hampshire
(UNH) version of
television
the
game show.
About 80 percent of the proceeds will go toward Alpha Phi's
house philanthropic Cardiac Aid,
said Kate Psilopoulos, Alpha Phi
sister and event coordinator. The
Greek winners will also get 15
percent of the proceeds, which will
go toward their house philanthropy.
The left over five percent will
be given to the champions in the
bonus round. If the champions fail
to win the bonus round, the money
will also go to Cardiac Aid.

"I really think it is very easy
and very possible to get people to
contribute to charity," said Psilopoulos. "I really believe the
people on campus are willing to
give to charity, and they'll have
some fun doing it."
Psilopoulos said game organizers are planning to turn the
Granite State room in the Memorial Union Building (MUB) into a
close facsimile of the set of the real
game show.

really think it is very easy
and very possible to get people
to contribute to charity,"

FAMILY
FEUD
MARCH7
7:00 pm

ACADEMIC
UROP PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP: Workshop leads students through steps necessary to
prepare a competitive research proposal. Interested students and faculty are invited. Students applying
for UROP research awards should attend. Monday, March 4, Room 214, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
EXCHANGE APPLICATION DEADLINE: For San Diego State University, U.C. Santa Cruz, and
National Student Exchan e member cam us. Deadline is March 1, 1991.
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Kate Psilopoulos,
event coordinator
Not only will they have the
couches for the "families" to pose
on for the introductions, they will
also have the theme song, the hand
buzzers and their own familysmooching, bad-tux wearing Richard Dawson.
Sisters from Alpha Phi have
been handing out questionnaires
fo dorm residents, with questions
geared toward UNH life. The
questions range from UNH classes
and sports to dorm life and Durham night life. Approximately 150
people will be surveyed and the
most popular answers will become
the ones that fill the slots during
the game.
Each Greek house is allowed
to have one team compete in the
Family Feud, said Psilopoulos. For
the first round, two randomly
picked teams will compete against
each other. Each round will consist of only one question, concerning campus life at UNH. The four
teams that score highest in the first
round will go on to the second
round, where each feud will consist of two questions. The last
round will have three questions
for the finalists.
Psilopoulos said she wants
the Family Feud to be something
that will eventually turn into a
cam puswide activity, but for now
she's hoping to promote unity in
the Greek system and help Alpha
Phi, a relatively new chapter on
campus, get its feet under it.
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HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services:
EATING CONCERNS DISCUSSION GROUP: Call Health Education and Promotion at 862-3823 or
Counseling at 862-2090 for screening appointment.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.
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MURRAY, from page 1
and landed he said he felt
"full of myself." He looked up
and laughed because everyone
had wet their pants, and he
thought he hadn't. His commander told him to look down,
and Murray had an embarrassing wet stain on his pants.
There were some scary
jumps. On one jump, his chute
didn't open, his reserve got
tangled, and he had to cut himself free. Murray said it was like
jumping from a "two and a half
story house to a cement sidewalk." The whole thing took 47
seconds.
Murray remembers
opening an air raid shelter in
Berlin. There had been several
thousa,nd people in there, and he

could smell the "perfume of the
people who had been dead."
One time Murray stood
guard over some prisoners. They
were lying on the ice, and he could
hear their feet clattering against it.
He said, '1f they started to get up
I shot at them." He said during
interrogations people that
wouldn't talk got hand grenades
thrown at them.
Murray survived the
war, and Victory in Europe (VE)
day did come. There had been
plans for his unit to jump into
Tokyo, even though the city was
hazardous to jump into. He was in
Holland when he heard the news
on his jeep radio (he installed .a
German radio in his jeep), and he
yelled to the other people. They

were all excited about the "new
big weapon that wiped out a city."
He didn't realize what the bomb
was until 1946, and then said, "I
realized it was a terrible weapon."
When he arrived home,
Murray found the victory parade
in New York City "appalling." In
front of him there were bands and
cheering crowds, but he said all he
could see was body parts and
heads rolling. He said, "I couldn't
forget all the people that weren't
there."
Murray thinks the
United States should have given
more time to the sanctions against
Iraq. He is opposed to the war
because he knows "how terrible
the price is."

ALUMNI, from page 5 - - - - - - - - - Holmes said he is very
proud of the program, but regrets
that so few students know about
it. Seniors are told about it before
the beginning of their senior year
and are invited to an orientation
for it in the fall. But Holmes said
that it's almost too late when
you're a senior and that sopho-

mores and juniors should really
begin getting involved with the
program as well, so they will have
a better idea of what to do when
they graduate.
Networkingisagreatopportunity to get information about
possible careers, said Holmes.
Grade point averages are impor-

tant, but when it comes to getting
a job a student needs skills, interests and experience, said Holmes.
The reality, he said, is that just
about everyone has a degree these
days. In competitive times, a student needs something to put him
or her over the edge.
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FUNDING, from page 3
is in the process of conducting the type of research that this
center would support with Harris
Graphics.
McHugh said, "This
center would be a great thing. The
University is starving for research
initiation money. It's the right
thing to do to help create jobs."
UNH President Dale
Nitzschke, who testified at the
hearing, said, ''This is a brilliant
move on the part of our senate
leadership and co-sponsors. It very
loudly and clearly says to existing
businesses and businesses coming to New Hampshire that the
state legislature cares about their
well-being and gives them use of
resources at the University."

Nitzschke added, "The
state's commitment to become
intimately involved with economic development through the
University is very important."
According to the bill, an
oversightcommitteecomprisedof
state, university,and business,and
industry representatives will oversee the administrative leadership
of the program. It will also oversee
acceptance and awarding of proposals for funds and cooperative
agreements with neighboring
states.
Donald Sundberg, executive director of Sponsored
Research, is highly supportive of
the program. Sundberg said he

feels it is "very important for the
state, the University and the private sector to work together.
"It gives small businesses
the opportunity to conduct the
research they wouldn't be able to
afford on their own," said Sundberg.
Sproul said he is hopeful
that the New Hampshire legislature will approve and fund the
center by the end of June. If that is
the case, he added, then research
will begin this summer.

Need Help?
Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center

1-207-363-4639

FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing
• counseling and infonnation
• practical support
We Care!

HOTLINE

CALL UPTO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

Judy Collins

SO\( , , · •
\I OI \T.\I\

Saturday, March 2, 1991

8 PM

S22.50, S20.00, SIS.00

Pregnant?

RED TOWER APTS, RUTH PARKER HOUSE,
ALL RENTALS IN DURHAM

IIf i~iJfiF~~~1ij~ti!

The Music Hall 28 Chestnut Street Portsmouth, NH

PRIORITY LIST NOW
BEING ESTABLISHED for
SCHOOL YEAR 91-92

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals

;
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749-4441

90 Washington Street
Suite 306B, Dover, NH

fo r !be be11efi1of CROTCHED MOU-TAIN
COMM rnITY CARE. INC.. a subsidiarr
uf tbe CROTCHED MOt:NTAIN
FOL·:-;oATIO:'\. Greenfield. SH a

prirnte. 11u11profit orga 11izati<m
dedicated for Ol'er 5Oyears to meeti11g
1/Je educational. residential and tberape11t1c needs of pbysically and del'elop111e11tal/y cballenged cbildre11.
adolescents and adults

sPoNsoRrn sY

'

Fleet B

For 1icke1 information. call 603-➔ .~6-1 ➔00 .
To charge 1icke1s. call
TICKEnlASTER 605-616-'iOOO

(siudenl !senior discount)

- Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the \\Orld ...Visa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..... ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN nJRNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard(!) the credit cards you

deserve and need for-· ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENf
STORES-TIJITION-ENfERTAINMENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHQTELS-MOTELS-C.AS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIID YOUR CREDIT RATING!

..-11.t.O\

GU""o ct.1\0 -.1\0
GO~ s1E."c~~
1

G(Ii. 11()111,

ADDRESS
CTIY

STATE -ZIP - - -

No credit checks!

PHONE - - - - - S . S . # - - - - - - SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - -

No security deposit!

NOTE: MastcrCatd Is a registered trademark of MasterCard lnt.cmatlonal. tnc.
Visa Is a registered tradermrk of VISA U ~ Inc. and VISA lnLcmaUonal

· No turn downs!

'l\~~: 1.f.:~t~~ .

NAME

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

nt-1i•i:lfJ:t•l;if13t3•J 1)tM:IM·tf4

ScrV1ccs Association.

1000/o GUARANTEED!
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HISTORY , from page 3

ALENDAR-----------THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Lecture- ''The Persian Gulf War: New World Order of Continuing Nightmare?" William Sloan Coffin.
Room 152, Demerrit, 7 p.m.
Film- "No Longer Silent," Socio-political & cultural alienation of Third World Women. Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
MUSO Film - "Blue Velvet." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Diversity Awareness Play-Auditorium, Murkland, 8 to 9 p.m.
Women's History Program - "Celebrating the Community in Concert," by Jane Sapp, includes songs,
skits and poems created by workshop participants. Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

\
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People gathefl!d last night at the Women's Oral History
presentation. (Ed Sawyer photo)

exhibition is neat because
it is making a statement.
Another woman who
was profiled is Jarry West Steams,
who has organized the UNH
Blood Drive for 39 years. Aloma
Tuttle, a UNH MUB custodian,
who is a survivor of a violent
domestic relationship, was also
profiled. Her profile focused on
how she welcomes students with
a warm smile and a friendly hello.
Cindy Cohen, coordinator of PCSW, discussed the importance of oral history projects.
According to Cohen oral
history projects can be ext,remely
powerful and potentially transforming because they create con-

if:;,tq:$~twHI~li?:ffft4tto,n, li'.ftfltrliiih~ffµij '44ft#H&.it~if9.~:qm9t,. lfr/o'.</riiijggfqr}()dh;t4~J>J1}iJiif :::::u

nections.
''They (oral history projects) create opportunities and help
people gain an understanding of
the world from another person,"
Cohen said.
Musician, folklorist,
educator and community organizer Jane Sapp performed at the
exhibition.
According to Sapp this
was an excellent opportunity to
bring people closer together, to
sing and laugh, and to figure out
how to have peace.
''This is a special, profound moment when we have the
opportunity to connect," Sapp
said.

If you took the time to read this,
so would your customers.

For advertising information
contact:
The New Hampshire
Business Office
Room 110B, MUB
or call 862-1323.
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BUDGET, from page 1
partments in that college. Vice
presidents will then make presentations to the task group based
on the results of the information.
Questionnaires were
also sent to non-academic areas,
such as Student Affairs, which
are more administrative than educational. According to Schnur,
they asked departm~nts that fell
into these categories what they
would do if the University gave
them a 5 percent budget increase.
Likewise, they were asked what
would be cut if the budget was
reduced by 12 percent. The questionnaire also asked what these

departments would be willing to
give up to get more desirable
programs. Some departments
were sent both questionnaires.
Schnur said it is possible
a small program could be entirely
cut, but it would not happen
immediately. The possibility of
several small programs being consolidated into one is also possible,

said Schnur. Every measure would
be taken to protect students currently involved in a program, he
added.
Schnur said tenured professors would be considered before deciding where to make cuts.
A programthatiscutwould phase
out over a considerable period of

time, rather than being terminated
in a matter of weeks, Schnur said.
He said one way this could be accomplished is to allow vacancies
to go unfilled. "We don't want to
scare people," said Schnur.
Eggers stressed that the
questionnaires were the first step
in a long process and would be

used only "to survey the landscape"; by no means were decisions based solely on them. They
will be reviewed and used to discover what areas need to be
looked at more closely, said
Eggers. Nitzschke will make the
final decisions once the entire
study is completed.

HE

\,f,olfll\ravel
Catalog!

Everything you need to
know about:
•Student Travel
• Air Fares
• Rall Passes
• Car Rental/Leasing
•Work Abroad
•Study Abroad
•lnt'I Student & Teacher ID
& MUCH MORE!!!
CALL for your FREE copy!

RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOT TUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area and Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair DrJers Furnished• Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Available•

ncil Travel

729 Boylston St
Boston

266-1926

1384 Mass.Ave
Cambridge

497-1497

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
UNH'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER
IS-NOW ACCEP TING
APPLIC ATION S FOR:
(Next Year)
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

i·

News Editors
On The Spot Editor
News Brief Editor
Sports Editors
Arts Editors
Photo Editors
Forum Editor
Stop by Room 151, MUB and apply now!
The deadline is March 8th.
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Student Award
Nominations
This is your opportunity to recognhe outstanding students at the
University of New Hampshire. Addtitional forms are available in the
Multicultural Office, Huddleston Hall, and the Student Senat:e Office,
Memorial Union Building. Deadline: March 15.

Class of 1899 Prize: "To that senior with the highest ideals of
good citizenship." (includes $100.00)

Dean Williamson Award; "to that senior who has been

BECOME A BARTENDER
DURING SPRING BREAK

LEARN 'Si:Dcfl1
BARTEND ING

PREPARE FOR A GOOD PAYING PART-TIME
OR SUMMER JOB

Special One-Week Day Course--Mar. 18-22
Limited enrollment, call or write for Free brochure
(specify spring break one week course). Master Bartendel
School, 84 Main St, Newmarket, NH 03857

Tel. 659-3718

outstanding and well-rounded in extracurricular activities,
scholarship, athletics and loyalty to the University." (Honors
award. Minimum 3.2 average)

"to that junior or senior
presenting a demonstrated involvement in service to others,
leadership, scholarship, and athletics." (two awards of
$500.00)

Stephen D. Decesare Scholarship;

Erskine Mason Award; "to that senior who is distinguished for
most consistant progress and achievement." (Honors award.
Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00)
Helen Duncan Jones Award;

.... STUDENTS ....

SKI

"to the sophomore woman

SHOW YOUR coll.EGE J.D AT GUNSTOCK ANY
MID-WEEK DAY, EXCEPT DURING CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY WEEK OR PRESIDENTS DAY (2/ 18 /'Jl)
AND SKI FOR HALF PRICE ON FULL AND HALF
DAY TICKETS! BRING A FRIEND SKIING GET 2
TICKETS FOR THE REGULAR PRICE OF ONE! A
GREAT DEAL THAT COMES WITH A MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE'

FOR

showing the greatest promise of outstanding American
citizenship, leadership, and scholarship." The student
should be earning all or part of her way through school.
(Honors award . . Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00)

.HALF

PRICE'
•

"to that sophomore or junior
demonstrating high academic achievement, involvement in
and contribution to the University community, activity in
community service, and the over-all ideal of a well-rounded
student." (Scholarship is $1000.00 per student)

Rte. llA, Gilford, NH
Ski Conditions: 1-900-446-2846
Lodging: l-800-531-2347

Parents Association Scholarship;

Goy. Wesley-Powell Scholarship; "to that undergraduate student
·having an expressed interest in public service as demonstrated
though a course of study, quality of scholarship, and
extra.c urricular activities both on and off campus." Student
must have financial aid application on file for current year.
(Scholarship is $1000.00)

Student Senate Awards
"to honor the graduating senior
who has displayed outstanding student service to the
University."

Jere A, Chase Service Award;

"to honor the senior man who
has shown the greatest potential through character,
scholarship, leadership, and usefulness."

The Hood Achievement Prize;

"to honor the senior women
who have shown the greatest potential through scholarship,
self-help, leadership, and loyalty."

The University Women's Award;

r------Nominee's Name: --- ------- -,
I
I
Address:
I
I
I SSN: _ _ _ _ _ Cum. GPA (if known): _ __ I
I
I Submitted by:
I Address/Telephon e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
I .
I

••
I
I
I Qualifications of Nominee: Please provide detailed
information on a separate sheet. Note: If student is
1 being nominated for more than one award, a separate I
I
I form must be :filled out for each award. Return to:
I
1 Carolyn Tacy, Awards Committee, 208 Huddleston.

_______ ___ J
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On Campus Interviews
University of New Hampshire

March6
PC Connection, Inc., named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S., will be
conducting on campus interviews at UNH. Come learn
more about us on Wednesday March, 6th. Sign up at the
career placement office. We could be just the .company
you're looking for
We currently have opportunities in our Non-commissioned
Sales Department.
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that
includes:
• Health Insurance
• life Insurance
• Short-term Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan

• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
• 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Fitness Reimbursement
• Property lax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smoke-&ee
environment, please sign up for an on campus interview,
or contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection, Inc.
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456

603446-3383
An equal opportunity employer

*Additional brochures and company information are

available at the placement office.
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HOCKEY. from page 1
game, and I was denied."
"When I went to get my
sticker, they didn't give out any
fliers or anything," said Heather
Massicotte, a UNH freshman.
According to Jack Renner, doorman at the arena, 805
student passes were accepted to
the game, but when he received
instructions to not allow any more
students with athletic passes into
the game he closed the doors.
Renner said he was not sure what
time the doors were closed.
Perron sa.i d that 100

not accepted after all the tickets
weresoldoutatafewothermen's
hockey games of the 1990-1991 season, according to Perron, but well
after the games had started.
In an interview after the
arrest, Page said he did not know
about the flier.
"If there is some flier, I
never received it. I gave them an
I.D. and they crossed my name
off a list and gave me a sticker,"
Page said. " I was under the
impression that I was virtually
guaranteed admission to the
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more student passes were accepted for Saturday night's game
than originally planned. Renner
said that over 1,000 student passes
had been accepted to a few hockey
games this season.
According to Perron,
1,825 reserved tickets were sold
out last Monday, 900 general
admission tickets had been sold
by 6:30 p.m. Saturday night, and
805 student athletic passes were
accepted. Fire code regulations
prohibitadmittingmorethan3,530
spectators to Snively Arena.
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"lntheolddays,weused
to close the doors at 7:00 every
night and the game was at 7:30,"
said Renner. This season, Renner
said students with athletic passes
were not admitted two or three
times during the 1990-1991 men's
hockey season, but this was the
first time they stopped admitting
students with athletic passes before game time.
UNH senior Wells Constantinewasangrythathewasnot
allowed into the game.
"You get here at 6:30. ·

What else can you do? I would
think we were as important as the
reserved passes, but I guess studentsaren't.Itdoesn'tmakemuch
sense. It's our school. The hockey
playersarestudents.Thestudents
are the ones who make it possible," Constantine said. "I think it
sucks. It's ridiculous; students
should get the first priority."
'1fanythingthereshould
have been3,500 students in there,"
Page concluded.
Police officers at the
scene would not comment.
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American Express

Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place youd like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

.■=
AnAmerocanEKpreSScompany

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card.Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on eith,er side of our Great Continental Divide.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX ·

Ifyou're already a Cardmember; there's no need to call. Information about your cer[!ficates will be arrii 1hzR soon

•

CONTINENTAL

·complete terms and conditions of this travel olfer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this olfer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines· performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

•.;,
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30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383

COMPARE & SAVE

!!
!!!!,~~!¼!
........
Alinul Uuluil\'.
~~ ~
•

PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICf

I=- :. ~:._:. .

ooooe,semrnoea ""
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You remember best tlie tli~ngs tliat are most
meaningful to you. J2ls you reaa your notes
or te,tJ, try to e{aborate upon new
information witli your own e~ampfes.

RED TOWER APTS, RUTH PARKER HOUSE,
ALL RENTALS IN DURHAM
Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals 1-207-363-463 ~
CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

$6 9 9 5
pHn

per day)

In

,,,,,- - - d ~ c o n O my

co·~~2on41y_95
.p

-RENTAL RATES-

TASk Tip of the Week ~~

PRIORITY LIST NOW
BEING ESTABLISHED for
SCHOOL YEAR 91-92

1\ hit·:;

Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

Daily
24.95 ·
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

WEEKEND - STARTING
AT
SPECIALS

per .day
Weekly
159.95
179.95
199.95249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

$59 •95

INCLUDE:
Mileage within New England
* Unlimited RATES
*18-20 year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
full Coverage Insurance
* Must-4have
Pick Up & Delivery

t

All new 1990- 1991 Fuel Efficient Models
We honor all major credit cards & cash.

SILVERST.

SPNJLDING

TI.Rf'IKE

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP INN
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
(exit SE)
DOVER
742-2127

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.

MEET
THE
CAND IDATE S
STUDEN T TRUSTE E
HEAR THE PLATFORMS OF ALL
THE CANDIDATES FOR THE
ONLY STUDENT VOTE ON THE
USNH BOARD OF TRUSTEES

February 28, 1991
7:00 pm
Hillsboro/Sull ivan Room, MUB
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Reasons to write for the
New Hampshire:
• Learn how to spell rescission
• You get to see your name in
print.
• You have an excuse to hang
out in the MUB.
• You get the paper FREE.
• You have a reason to call
people you would never call
otherwise.
• You gain experiencethat
could lead to a prominent
position with the Wall Street
Journal. NOT.
• You have an excuse to avoid
your roommates.
• You get to meet all those
people you read about in the
personals.

Students for Choice help prepare for a
Pro-Ch_oice rally in Portsmouth on
Sunday,February24. (cOurtesyphoto)

ELECTIONS
Student vote on the USNH Board of Trustees

* USNH Budget Decisions
*Tuition Decisions
*
Enrollment
*Faculty Unionization

* Dealings with NH State Legislature
Polls located at:
MUB, Library, Kingsbury, McConnell, Stoke, Philbrook, Stillings, & Huddleston

Tuesday, March 5, 1991
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Petitions now available for

TUESDAY
Small Cheese Pizza
$1.95
5 p.m.--close
WEDNESDA Y
Large Cheese Pizza &
FREE Drink

Pick up yours in the
Student Senate Office,
Room 130, MUB
Return to: Jim Batty in the Sen~te Office

$4.00
5 p.m.--close

Questions? Call 862-1494

STUDE NT
TOWN COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVE

ELECT IONS
STUDENT VOICE ON THE DURHAM TOWN COUNCIL
* DURHAM ZONING DECISIONS
* TOWN ORDINANCES
* POLICE SERVICES
* TOWN/GOWN RELATIONS
* STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION

TUESDAY MARCll 5, 1991
POLLS LOCATED AT:
MUB, Library, Kingsbury, McConnell, Stoke, Philbrook, Stillings & Huddleston
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Don't let SELF Die
Last fall members of the University of New
Hampshire Student Senate decided to take an important
first step: They wanted to provide housing for students on
cam pus, who are actively deciding not to have alcohol and
drugs as part of their lives. They wanted to provide a
support environment for those who are trying to recover
from substance addiction. This week, this group of students' idea was shot down by an administration that was
concerned with saving some money and avoiding some
hassle.
S.E.L.F. (Students Electing to Live Free) is an idea
for on~ampus housing that has proven to be a huge
success at schools such as the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. There, a SELF-type dorm has been completely
necessary for those who do not want alcohol and drugs in
their living environment. It has been essential for those
who do not want to deal with their peer's drunkeness. We
need the same thing here. The number of students who are
consciously choosing not to make drugs and alcohol part of
their lives is increasing. They need our school officials to
say they will back them up by providing a specialized
living environment for them.
And it looks as if the whole idea is about to be
trashed. Out of the blue this week, Scott Chesney, director
of Residential Programs, and Barbara Paiton, director of
Housing and Conferences, have decided to back down on
their initial promise to support this program because of
trivial factors such as bathroom locations and not being
able to fill rooms. These details have nothing to do with the

concept itself. God forbid they become challenged to work
with a couple of difficulties.
Chesney just wants to fill dormitory beds, and he
is afraid if SELF can not fill a whole floor of Englehardt, or
any other dorm for that matter, he will lose some money on
a few beds that are not taken up by SELF students. Chesney
is panicked right now and refuses to look at the big picture.
Currently, the SELF program has 12 upperclass applications, and this is not even counting the interest in the SELF
program from incoming freshmen that will not be realized
until this summer. Health Services is aware of some potential UNH students that won't even come to UNH unless
they can live in the SELF housing.
Chesney is also using the lame excuse that an
Resident Assistant (RA) on the SELF floor will not be able
to handle the extra. ''burden" of working with SELF students. So Mr. Chesney, what you are indeed saying is that
you can't be bothered with finding an RA that can actually
help the individual needs of students. Isn't that what an RA
is supposed to be for? I guess you just plan to cop out when
your job description means more than filling beds.
Barbara Paiton, director of Housing and Conferences, says that SELF won't work because male and female
students will have to share a bathroom. Every year, the
mini-dorms successfully work outthis minor detail in their
first floor meetings. Come on, Barb. Don't embarrass yourself with an excuse this stupid. Doesn't the mental and
physical health of a student mean more than who gets
convenient access to a shower?
What is most pathetic about this situation is the
UNH Deans for Student Affairs reluctance to stick up for
this program after Chesney and Paiton have
shot it down. The Senate committee first went
of proactive rather than reactive
programming regarding prevalent issues such as violence
against women.
The WIRC brought Mr.

to Gregg Sanborn, dean of Student Affairs, who refused an
opinion and passed the buck to Carmen Buford, assistant
dean of Student Affairs. You would think that Sanborn
could be a little less hypocritical. He spent all fall trying to
enforce new alcohol sanctions in.dormitories so why is he
now ignoring SELF, when he knows the dorm will be
closest to his dream of an alcohol free environment?
Buford initially said that she was willing to do
away with the program, but when she found out how mad
the representatives from Health Services were about her
opinion, she all of a sudden decided to form one of UNH's
famous "study committees". How nice of Buford to help
out the students when she is about to lose face.
SELF is going to start out small. It is totally
unrealistic of these administrators to think 100 students are
going to sign up for this program in its initial stages. It is
disgusting that the people who determine Student Affairs
aren't willing to look for a way to make this program work.
SELF doesn't have to go into Englehardt. There are dorms
on campus that have fewer than 10 students who are
willing to live in them after their freshman year.
Even if an entire wing cannot initially be filled,
this is hardly an unique crisis. With the new apartment
complex opening up in the fall and decreasing enrollment,
there will be empty beds all over campus.
Student Senate and Health Services have been
working on this program for way too long to get it thrown
out because a couple people feel it will make their job a little
difficult.
This program must be implemented by next
semester. Let's hope President Nitzschke will see through
all this garbage and understand that SELF is a necessity at
UNH.

quote is "While you, Mr. Herold,
... only use events that suit your
needs a nd ignore all other
FACTS," followed with acknow_ledgement by Mr. Peasley
that he did not address other facts

lf••11a111 ;~:a~~~~~:.~~~~~ :;:i~~s~~~:::fi~::~
Passes Are
Tickets Too
To the Editor:
Something needs to be
said about this past Saturday
night's hockey game at Snively
Arena.
Saturday night was
one of frustration and fury for
about 115 students with UNH
athletic passes who arrived at
the game well in advance and
would not be admitted. It appeared that the UNH .athletic
department sold way too many
general admission tickets that
afternoon and did not take into
consideration the students who
would show up with pre-paid
athletic passes.
Isn't it ironic to think
that over 150 students who had
paid $110.00 for admission to
the final regular season game
back in August were denied admission to an athletic event
because of a sell-0ut? I can't
justify the reasons for wanting
to sell more than enough general admission tickets, knowing
that a large crowd of enthusiastic students with passes would
show up for the game.
One of the lucky few

man rights and not another. The
facts were ignored when you
did not account for the Israeli
abuse of Palestinians' human
rights. You ignore the obvious

Letters
continued on

told me that i~just wasn't the same
inside Snively without the usual
noise of supportive fans. What is
more important, a few more tickets sold or a crowd of students

for thei_n to ta~e responsibility ~
ed ucatmg their members. Few, 1f
any members o f t_h ose groups.atten ded · I agree wit h M s. M cConnell that we all must work to-

determined to back their team all
the way? In the future, admission
to popular athletic events such as
this one should be planned accordingly with respect to the percentage of sold athletic passes vs.
reserved seats vs. general admission tickets.

gether to stop violence on this
campus. Along with her excellent sugge stions of ways that
University of New ampshire's Student Paper since 1911
men can help, I urge all of us to 1--------- ---------- ---------1 1
make a commitment to supportLAURA A. DEAME, Editor-In-Chief
ing the efforts of groups, and
KIMBERLY HILLEY. Managing Editor
individuals, whoaretakingsteps. BIRGER DAHL, News Editor
LINDA HYATT. News Editor
Again, it is a shame that ROB HEENAN, Sports Editor
GLENN SABALEWSKI, Sports Editor
more people didn't feel that vio- SEAN CARROLL Arts Editor
PHILIP FUJAWA Jr., Arts Editor
lence against women was impor- STEVE KLETT. Forum Editor
ED SAWYER, Photography Editor

Chris Robbins

To the Editor:
First, I would like to
thank Jennifer A. McConnell for
her letter in Friday's paper regarding the Jackson Katz lecture, sponsored bythe Women's
Issues Resource Center. I share
Ms. McConnell's sentiment that
the turnout "was not good
enough." As a member of the
WIRC, I am saddened and disappointed not to see a story
covering Mr. Katz's lecture in
Friday's paper. This oversight
further compounds my belief
that there is not enough support from either students, faculty, staff, and administrators

not assessing the contradictions
our government creates when it
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Student Town Council Rep.
Election in March
Submitted by Matthew Eaton

o_o_l::=========--=--JI--,
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THOSE AM ERIC AN DEVIL- 5 ARE
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DOJN&l

ACCE.S5 TO Yf-JE BEST
INTELLJ(;ENCE- GATf/ERl!YG- - - IN Tf/£ WORLD

tJr()()J} ,FtJR PROPAGrAMPA

I

Once again, it is time for those who are interested
in running for the position of Student Town Council Representative to pick up petition sheets in the Student Senate
Office and begin campaigning for votes. This
year, the election is scheduled to coincide with ·
the Student Trustee election to be held the first
part of March.
The duties and responsibilities of the
Student Representative to the Durham Town
Council have not changed since the position
became an elected one. The To~ Representative does not vote on the Town Council, but
acts as a liaison between the student body and
the Town Council. As a Student Representative one must work closely with the Student
Senate, and make at least four presentations to
that body throughout the academic year. The Student Representative will be required to meet weekly or bi-weekly
with the Student Body President and/or Student Body
Vice-President. The Student Senate may encourage a
working relationship between one of the Senate Councils
and Student Representative, if specific issues to which that
council is familiar need to be addressed to the Town
Council.
As well as regularly attending Durham Town
council meetings, the Town Representative should keep
UNH students informed of iss~es that are of interest. This
should be done regularly through articles in The New
Hampshire or announcements on WUNH. A representative should make it a point not only to keep the student

body informed of pertinent issues but should solicit opinions from students on topics of concern . This can be done
through the regular meetings with the Student Senate or
actually meeting with constituent groups, such
as the Greek Fraternity and Sorority System.
The office of Student Town Representative was
a hard won position for the Student Body to get
from the Town Council, so election to the position of Student Representative should be carried out in a responsible manner. There are
issues throughout the year that the Town Council deals with that students living on the UNH
cam pus and in the town of Durham may have a
concern about, and that the Council may only
hear about through an active Student Representative.
During the past year the Town Council dealt
with several issues of safety. They held discussions on
street lighting in the Town and whether it was adequate
for students safety. The town also grappled with the
question as to whether they should require Greek houses
to install sprinkler systems.
I would encourage anyone who is interested in
running for Student Town Council Representative, and
will be a full time undergraduate student and a resident of
Durham next year (May 1,1991-April 30,1992), to pick up
a petition in the Student Senate Office or call the office if
you have any questions.

Matthew Eaton is a
sophomore LA student
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related to this topic which are piled
from floor to ceiling. Perhaps he'll
still be kind enough to offer you a
few of these, in order that you can
better comprehend the actual role
the U.S. plays in foreign countries.

explained.
Although
make no claim to be a
"Middle 'East Expert" I
can think of some reasons why the war in the
Persian Gulf is unjust.
What are some of the
not so obvious reasons
the mouth of our Government (ie:
CNN, The New York Times) fail
to share when thousands of lives
have been committed to desert
warfare?

1) The Pentagon needs this
war. The Pentagon is a powerful
. influencer of budget appropriafacts when, in making your
tions/ deficit spending. Defense
cry against human rights abuse
funding is threatened bythegrowyou ignore the continual flow of
ing social demands of the United
aid from our administration to
States and the end of the Cold
oppressive regimes in El SalvaWar. It would be foolish to condor and (until recently) Iraq. In
tinue dumping billions of dollars
doing so, you make an insoluble
· into our armaments without evicase for supporting this war. On
dence of their "value". Iraq, by
the other hand, Mr. Herold has
some, is now called a "laboraeffectively shown the immense
tory", a lab used to test all the high
hypocrisy seeping from our
To the Editor:
tech weaponry that has been deleader's call for stopping human
Last Friday night I at- veloped over the past decade.
rights abuse.
concert. Proven successful these weapons
" ... yet choose to ignore tended the Living Colour
for the will be funded more readily.
ticket
a
bought
I
glad
am
I
the many, many terrorist acts
As are
advance.
in
show
out
sold
sponsored by them against inno2) A fact that our governgymnasium,
our
at
shows
most
with
cent people." My complaint
ment plainly avoids is that the
rock
a
was
it
but
loud,
too
was
this
this statement of yours is not with
Middle East sits atop the largest
its grammar (I'll let that slide) but concert ...
of oil in the world. Who
supply
Overall, I was quite
with the contradictions it generwould be responsible for this perconsciousness
the
with
impressed
ates. Your argument for supportthat the ceived fort\lne? Not the "crazy''
ing the war is based on the need of this group. The symbol
wore Arabs, in the eyes of our leaders
Skillings,
Muzz
player,
bass
for the U.S. to end the brutalities
was appropriate (a they can not be trusted. The Ruscommitted by Saddam Hussein. on his shirt
the show, the sians, perhaps, but it is probably
During
sign).
peace
You, Mr. P~sley, choose to igguitarist, too early to forge this trust with
and
founder
band's
nore the many terrorist acts
that he our "New Friends". Of course the
mentioned
Reid,
Vernon
against innocent people both
United States could, standing on
women
sponsored and carried out by the did support the men and
the foundation of New World
to
song
a
dedicated
and
gulf
the
in
.
U.S. (read: Cl.A.).
Order.
reoverwhelming
an
with
them,
I suggest you take a
the audience.
course offered by the Political sponse from
3) The government tells us
forget a phrase
cannot
I
Science dept. entitled U.S. In
the Middle East is an unstable rehit
Colour's
Living
of
one
from
World Affairs. It may enable you .
gion. What they do not tell us is
to accurately analyze historical song's 'Cult of Personality', statwhy the Middle East is unstable.
our
follow
we
blindly
how
ing,
and current trends, as well as
Perhapsonecauseofthisunrestis
plus
"one
...
us
theytell
as
prepare you for your next discus- leaders,
the carelessness demonstrated by
sion of U.S. foreign policy. I chal- one equals three."
the West when they divided the
lengeyou,Jeff Peasley, to broaden
Ottomann Empire after WWI. The
Peace,
your education beyond that of
borders were drawn with no conRalph Perron
the E&PS by taking a few courses
sideration given to the different
dealing with the complex intercultures or the territories of existnational processes our country
ing Kingdoms. In fact one border
engages in. There are many such
was actually drawn by a drunk
courses offered at this university,
Englishman. The interference of
a number of them taught by Prothe West is the cause of much of
fessor Marc Herold (i.e. Internathe instability we abhor.
tional Perspectives; Multinational
Enterprises; Seminar in Interna4) They tell us Saddam
tional Affairs). Yes, Mr. Peasley,
must be taught a lesson
Hussein
To the Editor:
yourignominious letter, The Real
to deter other such occurrences.
Experts. wasunwittinglydirected
I have now seen too What they do not tell us is why
at one of the real experts. The many yellow ribbons and "We
Saddam Hussein did not think
comment about Mr. Herold being SupporttheTroops"bumpersticktwice before he took Kuwait and
"out at ten or eleven years old" ers to suppress my anger any
why he is so adamant about staywith his ''little picket sign" pro- longer. Before any of you patriots
ing. Perhaps one cause may be the
testing the 1979 El Salvadorian pick up your pens to call me a
United State's admission before
massacre constitutes your igno- communist let me save you the
the invasion that we would not
rance. As much as you consider time. My feelings do go out to
react.
Marc Herold "among the most anyone who has a family member
ignorant and uninformed people or friend in the Persian Gulf. I
Before you hang that
on the planet", you bemuse no sincerely hope they all return alive.
flag, tie that ribbon or profess your
one capable of making such a
An eruption of patriot- support, remember you are doing
distinction.
ism in the United States leads me much more than supporting the
I know Marc Herold and to believe that not all the facts are
lives of innocent soldiers. You are
for this I must say I know of no being recognized. The support
telling our government that you
one less likely to make any state- shown by the majority of people
support their unspoken policies
ment which could not be sup- in America makes no distinction abroad.
ported with a wide array of hard between the sanctity of a soldier's
fact. For a better understanding life and the wanton imperialism
Brian C. Pearson
of this, I suggest when you stop of our country. I feel people are
by his office, to apologize, you supporting something that the
take a look at the number of books popular media has not clearly
Corey Duefield
International Affairs /Economics

Thinking
Concert

Justifieation
For Study

truly existed. As men give theirlives their sacrifices are embroidered with the badge of imperialism; their coffins nailed shut with
picket signs and press releases.

To the Editor:
In· the article entitled
''War and Peace Minor might come
in light of Persian Gulf War," it
was noted that "the Liberal Arts
policy committee has been wary
about approving such a minor
organized by professors with extensive backgrounds in peace activism and anti-war demonstrations."
It seems to me that professors who live their beliefs by
participating in activities focused
on the resolution of conflict in a
non-violent manner would lend
credibility to a program entitled
"Peace Studies".

The waves bring the
black blood of Iraq far into the
Gulf where it annexes more territory and more lives. When wetryto
compare the present with the
pastthe reasoning escapes me. The
evils of the past should not be repeated; it is peace we seek, we
won't be defeated.

Karen Krainski

Poem
For Peace
To the Editor:
The peace has been bro
ken yet some might say it never

If we close our eyes it
doesn't go away. The aggression,
the conspiracy,the corruption are
there day after day.
'Thy will be done on
earth as it is in Heaven.' God punished the aggressors on the sandsof Egypt; the sands have shifted
to the east but the aggression remains the same. He guides our
thoughts and actions though
where He will lead us remains
untold.
My idealistic dreams of a
world at peace may never come to
be. But it has to start somewhere;
let it start with WE.
Paul Ed wards

Don'tjust
look sinart ...
Act it!

Write
for
The
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Ribbons
Mean More
Than Peace
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FEBRUA RY 24-MARC H 1
Schedule of Events
Wednesday. February 27. 1991
10 a.m.-3 p.m. Health and Wellness Fair,
Granite State Room, MUB
12 noon
Exercising to be Fit
Neil Vroman,
Associate Professor, Physical
Education
Carroll Room, MUB
4 p.m.
Assertiveness• Standing Up For You
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo,
Associate Director, Health Services
Carroll Room, MUB
7 p.m.
Nutrition and Spontaneous Eating,
Fairchild Hall
8:30 p.m.
Dying to be Thin,
Jessie Doe, Recreation Lounge
8:30 p.m.
Living With Eating Concerns,
Hunter Hall

I-

Thursday, February 28, 1991
12:30 p.m.
Film and Discussion:
Mirror, Mirror
Carroll Room, MUB
4p.m.
Panel of Individuals
Living with Eating Concerns
Carroll Room, MUB
7p.m.
BeilgWell
Friday, March 1. 1991
Smith Hall
12 noon Film and Discussion:
Food Fright
Carroll Room, MUB
Sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs; Office of Health Education and Promotion,
Health Services; Women's Issues Resource Center; PanHellenic Council
The design for this advertisement was created by Jane Fithian Student Affairs Information Resource/Assesment
Center University of New Hampshire, FebruaJY, 1991 Photography by UNH Instructional Services

Good Mo,-,ii ng Durha m!

I

~

The Tin Palacewill be open for breakfast starting at 7 a.m. on Wednesday, February 27.
ra" Free coffee and muffins for the first 100 people in on Wednesday and Thursday!
ra" Two dollars off all omlettes through Sunday, March 3.
ra" Check out our breakfast bar with muffins, croissants, bagels, cold cereals, fruits, and more!
l:iJ Serve yourselfl It's a great way to start the morning if you're in a hurry!
....

TIN
PALACE

<>

THE TIN PALACE
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Special No. I
I Ess• I Bacon.

Breakfast
is served
from
7:00a.m.
to
11:00a.m.

Stop by
and
start
your
day off
right!

Special No. 3

Special No. 5

Special No. 7

3 Eggs. 6 oz. Steak

Quiche of the Day

Eggs Benedict - 2 Poached
Eggs on a Thomas English

! S..:Jusage. I T04st.
.,,~mt fri es or Baked Beans

Home Fries or Beans.
Toast or Corn Muffin

(, Toas1 or fruH

\\uffm v.11h Cdnad1an Bacon

l99

5 25

445

425

11,1\h Heme Fries

C Hollandaise Sauce

Specia'. No. 2

Special No. 4

Special No. 6

2 E,gs. 2 Bacon
25ausages and
2 Pancakes

Mexican - 2 Scrambl<d Eggs

with Bacon or Sausage
in a warm Tortilla
with Cheese Sauce (, Salsa

Eggs Newmarket 2 Poached Eggs on Thomas
Engli sh Muffin. Tomato. Sliced

Avacado(, Hollandaise Sauce

'-\uffm. Shced Tomato. Bacon
Bits f, Hollandaise Sauce

299

350

425

395

Eggs

On the Side

EGG DISHES - Served with toast or corn bread, and home
fries or baked beans. For something different. try 2 pancakes
inst ead.

I Egg - any style................. . .... ... .
With bacon , sausage or ham
With homemade hash.

... 1.1?5

... 2 .65
2 .95 .

2 E gg s - any sty le .... ..... ...... . ........... ........ ....... 1.85
W ith bacon . sausage or ham .
. .. 2 .95
Wi t h homemade hash ........ ........ .... ................. .... 3 .25
,u·c dfso offer no-choleslerol egg~. Pfcd'>e add S.20 per egg.)

Pancakes or French Toast
Full Stack (5) .. .. .......... .
.. ·········· ······· ···· ········· 2.50
With blueberries or strawberries.
········ 3 .25
Short Stack (3) ..... ... ...... ........ . . .... .............•.•. .. ... .. 1.85
With blueberries or strawberries
.. 2.75
Te,as Toast French Toast.. ... ... ... .... ..... ....... . .

Special No. 8

.. 2.50

Assorted Cold Cereal. ........... ... ..... .. .. , ... ..
Muffins ......
·········~······•··~
Thomas' English Muffins ...... .... . , ..... ..
Bagel (plain or raisin) ..... .. ..... ..............
With cream cheese .... ... ..... .... .. .. .
Croissant ... .. ...... .. .. ... ......... .......... ..... .. ..... .. ... .
..
Ham. Sausage. Bacon ..... .. .. .... ......•.... .. •.... .
.. ..
Baked Beans . . .... ... . .. .... .. .... . .. ... ... ... .. .... .. .... ..
Hash. .. ........ .... ........... . ....... .. ....... ..... .... ..
..
Home Fries .................. ............ ... .
Hot Oatmeal. ........... .. ...... ..... ........ ..... .
Toast
.... ....... ...... .. ..
Fruit Cup ..... .... ... ... ... ,..... ..............
With cottage cheese ...... ........... .........
...........
Hollandaise Sauce......... ..... ...... .. ..... .....
Real Maple Syrup ....

Special No. 10

Eiii:-~n ~a~~~m-;s2li;1~~d

CroissantSupreme2 Eqg~ and \\eat flr d
Crot<,san, 11. 11 h c~.c.,..,t'

350

Omelettes
.85

.75
.70
.65
.95
1.25
1.60
.95
1.60
.75
.95
.50
1.50
2.50
. 75
I .25

Omelettes - Served with toast or corn bread and hom e fries
or beans. For something different. try 2 pancake-., rnstcad.
Plain .. . ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .... .. .

. . 2.50

Cheese .... .. ... .. .. ......... ... . . . ... .. ... ... . ... . ... ... ... .. . ..... .. .. 2.95
American , provolone. swiss. cheddar.
mozzarella or Monterey Jack
Feta. Blue Cheese, or Boursin
....... .. 3.50
Vegeta r ian . ... . . ... ... ..... ... . . . . .... ... . . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . 3.50
Mu shrooms, gree n peppers. onions [, to matoes
With cheese. .. .
. ......... 3.95
Create Your Own Omelette
Mushroom s. gree n p e ppe rs. to m a toes.

spinach . pin eappl e and broccol i

Beverages
Coffee ............... .... ..... ... .... ... ..... ... .. ... ... ............ .
.65
Tea ...
.60
Herbal Tea ....
...... ·············· ·· .65
Juice ..... ........ ... .. ...... ..... ....... ........ . sm .. 75 .... ... lg. 1.05
(Oran ge. Cra nberr ..-. Grdpef ru 1t. l o ma1 0 or V•81

Milk - whole or 2%
..... sm.. 75 ........ lg. I. 15
Hot Chocolate ...... ... . .... ..•.. .. . .. . .
.65
Bottled Water .... .... . ,... ... .......... ... .....
. .... .. 1.35

S. 50 each
Canadian bacon. sausage. hamburg. pep pt ron1.
artichoke heart s. baco n. c hili and ham

S.75 each
(All omclcllcs arc rnJ<.i<' ,L'ith 3 l,uy<' ,·, :,,, ,

Ask for our Omelette of the Day!
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TRUSTEE ELECTIONS
Do YOU know
the issues?

FIND OUT!
Thursday, '
February 28th
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I
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Sullivan Rm. MUB
7:00 pm
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·a pply today for:
business manager
office manager
publicity director

arts & lecture director
films director
production director

_ Applications available in room 148, MUB
DueMarch5
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Urban Dance Squad created what
was described by one listener as a
"wall of sound." By combining
Living Colour/Urban Dance hip-hop with thrash and funk,
their sound is energetic, exciting
Squad
and danceable. They stirred the
UNH Field House
usuallyplacid UNHaudienceinto
February 22, 1991
a frenzy by playing a variety of
In the most highly antici- selections from their Mental Floss
pated show of the year at UNH, for the Universe LP. By the time
Living Colour and Urban Dance they were done with their set it
Squad came to the field house was decided that the chairs should
cresting on a wave of critical ac- be removed from the floor.
Living Colour came to
claim and popular success. Only
two days after receiving their the stage and gave a performance
Grammy for best hard rock band, that showed they deserve all the
Living Colour gave an exciting and rewards they have received in the
energetic performance despite last two weeks, from Rolling Stone
Lundholm Gymnasium's smoth- reader's and critic's awards to
Wednesday night's Grammy
ering acoustics.
Urban Dance Squad award. Mixing song's from Vivid
came to UNH on the strength of and Time's Up they kept much of
their ''Deeper Shade of Soul" video the audience enthralled for the
w~ich has managed almost cease- entire two hours of their performless repetition on MTV. For the ance.
From the blacklit stage
many of the students present
Urban Dance Squad was a shock- to Corey Glover's outfit, Living
ing suprise. The relaxed nature of Colour was there to entertain.
"Deeper Shade of Soul" was the Each song, fast or slow, though
exception in UDS' s hard hitting, most were fast, was a powerful
rendition of the original. They
bigger than life set.
By combining conven- didn't give carbon copies of stutional instruments with turntables, dio releases; all the selections were
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By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Editor

expanded into real live performances heavily based on Vernon
Reid's guitar work.

One of the things that
makes Living Colour such an
important band is that they have
something to say. Much of their
music centers on intelligent lyrics
written with a purpose. The problem with Friday's performance
was that this important feature of
their music was garbled and
muffled by the terrible acoustics
in the Field House.
One message that they
did manage to get across is that
they were traveling with Greenpeace representatives. It was

tive role in supporting a cause.
Bringing Green peace to their a udiences accomplishes more than
simply giving money or giving
hollow speeches.
SCOPE should be congratulated for getting Living
Colour. Friday's show was the
first time in a long time that UNH
has had a band when they were
popular. With the possible exception ofThe Red Hot Chili Peppers,
UNH has seen all its shows by
bands that aren't big yet or haven't
been big for a while.

good to see an artist taking an ac-

Living Colour

-

Ed Sawyer Photo

Urban Dance Squad

Ed Sawyer Photo
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St ev e Wi nw oo d: A Bl ue pr int for th e 90 's
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
"Here's to players who
can't leave their song
And it haunts them
Their night is so long
'Cause there's music
there in their mind
From a world they're
trying to find."

....

-

fr. "Still In The Game" (1982)
The song continues for
Steve Winwood is not another "innocent" verse before a
just another legend, but a man in bizarre bridge with Steve singing
love with Music, the muse herself. in Stra wherry Fields Forever fashHis collected reserve makes him a ion: "Standing in the pool of a
"Mo' Better" player without the dew I Fresh cut flowers giving
arrogance. But he's definitely a sweet perfume" then WHAM!:
player-just invert the syllables and rhythmic acceleration, harmony
you get "Woodw ind" (well lift off: ''Too much sun will run
almost). Refugees Of The Heart, (too much sun)." Traffic's Nature
Steve's recently released second is Alice's Wonderland: "Coloured
work for Virgin Records, should Rain" is an acrobatic assemblage
be another proud an":d (gasp!) of organ, bass, and sax, while Ray
popular notch on his ~!:?finished Davies' Village Green Preservastrap.
tion Society would declare "Berk"Little Stevie" Win wood shire Poppies" a national treasstarted his professio nal music ure.
career at the age of fifteen in the
Traffic (1968) is an imBirmingham, England .summer of pressive follow-up. The infec1964 when he formed the Spencer tious, acoustic "You Can All Join
Davis Group with (who else?) In" leads off, followed by the elecSpencer Davis on guitar and tric soul of "Pearly Queen." The ·
Steve's older brother Muffon bass. rest of side one has two Mason
The band was an excellent vehicle cuts, "Don't Be Sad" and the well- E.C. Was Here record- that's
OK- nine minute "Gimme Some
for Steve to develop as a song- covered ''Feelin' Alright," sand- but some leathery new
group Lovin') and artistry (the superb
writer since Steve's multi-instru- wiching Win wood's "Who Knows named theHouseofLordsre
cently support given to Dave Mason's
men ta l talents (keyboar ds, What Tomorrow May Bring?", a turned into a Rush tuneblas- "Shouldn 't Have Took More Than
guitar,etc.) made him the group's prehistoric stab at rap, psychede- phemy!
You Gave"). Traffic was now a six
leader- at least on record. As a lically wrapped of course.
After the break up of piece, with Reebop Kwaku Baah
result, two songs Winwoo d
Side two of Traffic is no Blind Faith, due mostly to the on percussion, Ric Grech
on bass,
penned for the band have become letdown, beginning with the jug- unenlight ened reception
of the and Jim Gordon, one of Derek's
radio classics, the R'n'B heavies band tease, "Vagabond Virgin:'' record and the tour by
critics and Dominoes, on drums.
"Gimme Some Lovin"' and "I'm Next, Winwood narrates one crowd alike, Steve
Winwood
Grech and Gordon deA Man."
head's intriguing escapades in joined Ginger Baker's Air Force, a parted before
Traffic recorded the
But by 1967, Steve was "40,000 Headmen" before a flute sort of "Blind Faith 11," for a spell
astoundin g Low Spark of Hi-Heeled
looking for a vehicle which would flight into the choral crunch of before commenc ing recording
of Boys (1972). Traffic's rhythm secaccomoda te his broadening musi- "Crying To Be Heard." The beau- a solo record, originally entitled
tion nbw consisted of Roger
cal tastes. Thus Traffic was formed tifully melancholic ''No Time To Mad Shadows. Before long,
Traffic Hawkins on drums and David
with, originally, Chris Wood- the Live" follows with an unsur- alumni Chris Wood
and Jim Ca- Hood on bass. Low Spark''s openreal "Woodwi nd" on sax, flute, passingly vulnerabl e vocal by paldi were called
into the studio ing cut "Hidden Treasure" mines
and whatever else a man could Winwood. Traffic closes with a for what turned out to be the
next the same magic lode as early Trafblow into for art's sake- and Jim burst of boyish braggadacio via Traffic record, John Barleycorn
fic with equally successful results.
Capaldi, looking like a scruffy "Means To An End."
(1970).
Then the tinkle oflow register keys
Clint Eastwood who had traded
1969 saw the release ·of
John Barleycorn is an ac- creeps into your ears and anin his six shooters for a pair of this foursome's final prod uct,.Last knowledg ed classic. Only
six cuts, nounces the arrival of the eleven
drumsticks. Guitarist Dave Ma- Exit.Land Winwood'sbriefencoun- but what a six! The
opening minute long title cut with the
son would appear on the first ter with ready-m ade super- "Glad" makes the listener justthat,
memorab le chorus detailing a
Traffic album, Mr. Fantasy (origi- stardom as keyboardist and singer and a little more, with swirling
musician' s (Winwood's?) woes:
nallv titled Heaven Is In Your Mind, for the historically underrate d keyboard fills and a driving,
stopaniif you don't believe t hat, then Blind Faith (featuring Family bas- on-a-dirne rhythm. "Glad" winds
''The percentage you're
you're a bonehead obviousl y sist Ric Grech and Cream's drum- down until some sax farts
which
paying is too high-priced
bound for hell), but he would not mer and guitarist, Ginger Baker signals the beginning
of "Freedom
And you're livin' beyond all
officially join the band until the and Eric Clapton respectively). Rider." Side one closes with
one
your means
second album, Traffic (1968). Last Exit is a good record. "Shang- of my all-time Traffic
favorites:
And the man in the suit has
Mason did write a couple of hai Noodle Factory" is a marvel- the majestic, keyboard crazy
just bought a new car
fairytale numbers for Mr. Fantasy, ous momentu m meander while "Empty Pages."
From the profit he made on
"Hole In My Shoe" and "Utterly "Medicat ed Goo" tastes like a
Side two of Barleycorn
your dreams.
Simple," and he allegedly played badly overlooked single. Two starts with the funky "Stranger
To
But today you just read that
the killer lead on the title cut.
extended jams, recorded live and Himself" and some wicked slide
the man was shot dead
Mr.Fantasy is a potpourri foreshadowing Traffic's seventies guitar supplied by Mr. Winwood
By a gun that didn't make
of jazz ("Giving To You"), soul work, make up the second side of himself. "John Barleycor
n," an
any noise.
("SmilingPhases"),folk("NoFace, Last Exit (you're probably asking Englishfo lksongab
outintemp ~rBut was it the bullet that
No Name, And No Number" ), why I'm referring to these works ate behavior and vengeanc
e, follaid him to rest
Latin ("Dealer" ), and Indian . in an LP format- well, that's how lows with its endearing
acoustic
Or the low spark of hi-heeled
("Paper Sun") elements cooked to these works were originally re- progression and sympathe
tic flute.
boys?"
a Sgt. Pepper-y consistency. The leased and how I grew to know "Every Mother's Son" closes
results were impressive for 1967 and love them, so drop it).
things out with its universal apJim Capaldi makes his
and, sadly, remarkable for 1991.
Blind Faith (1969), the peal for help and understan ding. · .first and only lead
vocal appear"Paper Sun" sketches the not-so- band's only release, contains two Whew!
ance- convincingly too- on two
innocent emergence of mind-al- Winwood gems, the grinding
Traffic underwe nt an- bright cuts, "Light Up Or Leave
tering magic:
"Had To Cry Today'' and the other line-up change before the Me Alone"
and "Rock & Roll
acoustic gem "Can't Find My Way release of 1971's Welcome To The Stew." Following
"Stew'' is "Many
"So you think you're
Home." Clapton covered the lat- Canteen, a live record document - A Mile
To Freedom" featuring
having good times
ter cut six years later on his live ing the group's jamming ability (a some aurally
glistening textures
1

...

With a boy that you just
met
Kicking sand from beach to
beach
Your clothes all soaking
wet,
But if you look around
and see
Your shadow on the run
Don't be too upset
Because it's just a paper
sun."

(Courtesy Photo)
heretofo~ onlyfelto nSteelyD an's
Can't But A Thrill and Countdown
To Ecstacy. Low Spark hypnotically sways to a conclusion with
"Rainmaker."
Traffic lasted for two
more studio albums, Shoot Out At
The Fantasy Factory (1973), When
The Eagle Flies (1974), and a live
record of post-Canteen material
called On The Road. All three works
have been pathetically overlooked
by pinhead critics and ignorant
listeners alike. The material on
Shoot Out has stood the test of
time and stands up well alongside
its predecessor. The title cut sizzles
away like amphetam ine-drive n be
bop, while"RollRightStones" and
"Evening Blue" are downrigh t
sacred in their appeal.
Eagle Flies delivers as
well, from the new medicate d goo
on "Something New" to "Dream
Gerrard'" s mantra-li ke Reality.
Traffic had trimmed down to four
members for its last hurrah, Eagle
Flies, resulting in a quiet but still
quality record. What the band
lacked in force was made up in
new textures like the ethereallypolished "Love" and the wellgrooved "Walking In The Wind."
Win wood adopted Eagle
Flies' pared down approach for
his first solo record three years
later. Steve Winwood (1977) is a
transitional work, containing Traffic-type ensemble pieces like the
salutory "Vacant Chair'' and more
dance-ori ented, uptempo numbers (foreshadowing his 80' s output, e.g. "Night Train", ''Take It
As It Cornes") like "Luck's In" and
''Time Is Running Out." Although
Winwood is a phenome nal work
which stacks up next to anything
Steve has since produced ; the work
failed to garner the attention or

Please see WINWOOD, pg
22
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UNHTheater
Delivers Good
Times
By Winifred Walsh
Arts Reporter

Now showing at Hennessy Theater is Sam Shepard's
"A Lie of the Mind", which is a
drama with a suprising amount of
humor in it considering the play's
subject matter. The play revolves
around the lives of two families
bound together by a horrifically
failed marriage. The mounting
irony starts when the failure of the
marriage drastically changes the
lives of everyone involved, but no
one except the couple can rememberthat themarraigeeveroccured.
Such begins a lie which is taken for
a twisting, destructive and violent
ride through the characters lives
to reveal that the marriage is not
the only matter the families have
tried to ignore in the past.
The marriage in question
is between Jake, played by Gregory Funaro, and Beth, played by
Jayne Paradis. When the marriage ends, both are left mentally
· and physically incapable of functioning and must be nursed by
their families. Jake continues to
. errupt violently in the jealous
outbursts which almost killed
Beth, Funaro pulls them off with a
fully convincing sincerity which
leaves the audience as stunned
and scared as his victims.
Beth, on the other hand,
is left with brain damage from
Jake's final beating and although
she is fully aware of what has

happened to her, has trouble
speaking and completing her
thoughts at times. The trouble
and confusion Beth experiences
while trying to communicate with
her family comes across perfectly.
Paradis shows us that it is not
necessarily the lingering brain
damage which is causing her
trouble communicating, but perhaps the family she is trying to get
her point across to.
The performance which
at times overshadows that of
FunaroandParadisisthatofKathy
Soares who plays Lorraine, Jake's
mother. Although they do their
fair share of disguising the facts,
Lorraine and Sally, her daughter,
are perhaps the most aware characters of the play. Lorraine's gradual realization of the truth comes
to her as she discovers through a
painful and often funny process
that she must give up on the
memory of her ex-husband and
trying to shelter her son Jake from
his own demise. Christianne Bates,
who 11lays Sally, brings about the
realization in Lorraine d unng a
series of well acted discussions
when she finally gets her mothers
attention and is able to keep it.
On the other side of the
family, Beth's parents are blissfully unaware of anything, much
less the implications surrounding
what has happened to their daughter. Beth's father Baylor, played
by Evan Mooney, is only concerned with the fact that it is hunt-

Henry Louis
Gates To Speak
ByPhilip Fujawa Jr.
· Arts Editor

This Wednesday, February 27, the ongoing New Voices
series will feature Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. The series is an attempt
to bring diversity to the University of New Hampshire by featuring literary critics of different ethnic backrounds speaking on a variety of topics throughout the
semester.
Gates, a recognized authorityon Black Studies will speak
Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in
room four of the Horton Social
Science Center. Gates' speech
titled "Goodbye, Columbus: Public Culture in an Age After Empire" promises to be an insightful
look into our culture.
As the author of two
books and nearly a hundred articles, Gates' influence and opinions are widely known and respected.

Gates' publications include Figures in Black: Words,
Signs, and the Racial Self and
The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of Afro-American Literary
Criticism, the latter of which won
the American Book Award in 1989.
In addition to his many
writings, Gates has served as an
editor on many publications including The Norton Anthology
of Afro-American Literature and
the30volume Schomburg Library
of Nineteenth Century Black
Women Writers.
Gates will be the second
of five speakers this semester in
the New Voices spring series. Still
to come this semester are Lemuel
Johnson on March 14, Trudier
Harris on April 4 and Paul
Marshall on April 25.
So become an active
participant in Black History Month
and come see Henry Louis Gates,
Jr. on Wednesday night.

A scene from Sam Shepard's drama "A Lie of the Mind"
ing season and becomes the embodiment of the unwillingness
prevailent in both families recognize what is going on. Baylor is so
oblivious he often serves as comic
relief.
Baylor's wife Meg, portrayed as slightly off her rocker in
a dizzy kind of way, begins to
slowly wake up to how much her
daughter's life has been ruined.
The introduction of Meg as a character falls a little flat because she is
so empty-headed it is difficult to
believe, but the character and
Heather A. Petro's performance
definitely begin to come alive once
her more complicated character
traits are revealed .
Both Beth and Jake have
brothers intent on solving the
problems in the lives of their siblings. Frankie, played by Chris
Doubek, is much more sensible
when it comes to the whole affair
than is Beth's brother Mike, played
by Wayne Brusseau, who rants
and raves in his overt display of

protection for his sister. Doubek
brings out the character of Frankie
completely as the "good" brother
who, by trying to cover up for
everyone else's shortfalls, reveals
his own and finds himself alienated by his entire family by the
end of the play.
Mike follows in his
father's hilarious footsteps by becoming so caught up in his crazed
over protection of his sister he
nearly forgets his sister exists.
~russeau runs around the stage
witp clomping workboots on his
feet and a gun on his shoulder like
a soldier guarding a valuable fort.
The soldier knows he has to do
his best should combat arise, yet
does not necessarily know why
or how he came to that conclusion.
Another element which
adds a lot to the play is that of
Howard Stith as the Musician.
Throughout the play there is the
impression that the families could
be any family in America ~nd that

( Courtesy Photo )

perhaps we all have our lies we
are doing our best not to come to
terms with. Stith aids this impression with the folk songs he sings
accompanied with an accoustic
guitar before and during the show.
Stith sings songs of waiting for the
American dream to come true and
the eventual loss of that dream in
a way which makes him a most
valuable character to the story of
the play.
"A Lie of the Mind"
comes to a close with all the elements of the American dream
which revolve around the couple
throughout the play whirling
down the drain never to be retrieved. Oddly enough, however,
th.ere is even a sense of humor in
this. If by the end of the play we
have learned enough of the characters, we know they will pick
themselves up once again and reinvent the happenings to their
particular suitings, most likely
with some pretty interesting results.
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HELP ~
WANTEDEarn as much as $1,000 organizing
whitewater rafting trips in Maine
and New York for Unicorn Expeditions. You bring the people and
we take care of everything else.
Call 1-800-UNICORN for details.

ENJOY THE OUTDOORS? ENJOY WORKING WITH INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES?
BecomeaCampCounselorforour
Unique Integrated Camping Program in New Hampshire's Lakes
Region, June 23-August 17. Contact: Lisa Lambert for more information. 862-2392. Apply nowLimited Positions.
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fun! Applications available in the
MUB, Rm. 125.

loaded, only 12,000 miles asking
$12,400 Call 659-2386.

Free Room in Dover in exchange
for 20 hrs. of child care per week.
Nice home, flexible hours, 7493918.

'84Jeep CJ-7 Laredo for sale, 6-cyl,
std, AM-FM/Cassette, high miles,
$3,800. 749-2198.

SUMMERJOBOPPORTUNITIES:
Camp Hawthorne is looking for
Sailing and Wilderness Canoeing
instructors, general Sports and
Creative Arts counselors from June
30th-August 25th. We are a co-ed
cam pin Raymond, Maine for children 7-16. Call Ron Furst at 207439-6511 or write Camp Hawthorne, 16 Emery Lane, Kittery,
Maine 03904 or look for me at a
table by the MUB PUB on March
14th for an interview.

RAISE A THOU$SAND IN A
WEEK. The fundraiser that's
working on 1800 college campuses! Your campus group can
earn up to $1,000 in just one week. TYPING - Call Dana, stoke 520
No investment needed. Be first on (5833) for all typing needs. $1.25 /
your campus. A FREE gift just for page for spell/grammar checked
calling. Call Now 1-800-765-8472 professional reports, resumes, labs,
etc.
Ext. 90

Cheap, fun, transportation, 1983
Suzuki Tempter GR650. 4,800
miles. Many extras. $750 negotiable. Call Dave for more detail,
at 868-2614.

1985 4-door red Horizon Hatchback, inspected, runs well, must

T-Shirts
~
FC';(. Run Mall
N-~wington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroiderv

S1Dotili11tli.J.1.ld['
Cruise Ship Jobs - HIRING Men Women. Summer/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.ExcellentpayplusFREE
travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL
NOW! Call refundable. 1-206-7367000, Ext 600Nl

Free haircuts, perms, and colors.
Men and women needed for advanced hair designing classes. Call
Hair Styles at 603-742-8817.

Tutors needed: For Psyc Stats, Soc
Stats, and Bus Stats. Contact L.
Harris, TASK Center, 862-3698.

Attn: ME Students. Thermodynamics tutor needed ASAP Contact L. Harris, TASK Center, 8623698.

Students! Make Money! Easy to
sell, no sun, natural tanning lotion, acne remedy, other highly
effective and dramatic products.
382-3510.

Would you like to be the Editorin-Chief or the Business Manager
of the 19'J2 Granite? Both positions are compensated and lots of

THE .BASIC RESUME - $30, Professional word processing, disc
storage, quality papers with coordinating envelopes, choice of format. Call Diana 659-2359.

Wearables - Buttom
Pens - Stickers - Etc

Jl.rtist on Staff

WORD PROCESSING - Fast and
accurate. $1.50 per page with spell
check. Research also available. Call
Diana (Keep Trying) 659-2359.

Sprint break - 2 round trip tickets
to Jacksonville, Florida -for March
15th-23rd $400 or b.o. Takes Both
-Call Chris 868-3057.

'83 VW Rabbit, 2 dr., standard,
hitch, stereo, good condition,
$1,750. John 394-7921.

'69 VW Camper, Runs Excellent,
Great Inter., $600 /b.o. Peter 508388-6708.

1990 Chevy Beretta Gf black, 6
cyl., 5 spd. with sun roof, fully

For Sale: Typewrite Remington
Manual, $25, Automatic telephone answering, $20, clarinet,
$50, Panasonic Desk Lamp, $15,
Panasonic Micrassette Record,
$20. 868-2740.

New Location: AV AT AR Fine
Consignments, Finch Plaza,
Portsmouth Avenue, Exeter, New
Hampshire, Women's Children's,
Prom, Bridal, Mens, Misc; Excellent quality at a fraction of the
cost. Hours: Tuesday - Saturday:
9:30-5:00, Thursday: 9:30-7:00,
603-778-7245.

Black 1985 Cutlas Ciera, Oldsmobile, brand new engine, new
breaks, and tires, recently painted,
AM/FM stereo, A-C, inspected
1/91, like new, great condition,
$3,200 or best offer. Call 433-1975
after 5 p.m.
One slightly used restaurant, runs
excellent. Great interior. 7 day
delivery.lceHouseToo868-1146.
•

sell at $750 - Firm!, Call 4361717, ask for Robert.

6 ft. high entertainment center $20, heavy duty rowing machine $40, call 659-7084 after 5:30 p.m.

One-Way ticket to Denver, Bozeman, or Anywhere, anytime soon,
for a male. $150 or b.o. Jacques
862-2698 (Day).

1991 Yearbooks are here! Purchase
a 1990 book for $5 and get an
award-winning 1989 book free!
Our 1989 book won a prestigious
award as one of the top books in
the country!

1984 Audi 4000s, clean, needs

I

Shredheads ... buy ''The Original"
Burton Cruiser (165cm) snowboard pius Burton storage bag
for $150 or b / o. Board has only
been used 6 times!!!!! Great condition!!! Call Kim at 868-3135 after 6 p.m.

HOUSING~

FOR
SALE
1982 Ford Escort, 2 door, 4 speed,
4 new tires, and many new parts.
Asking $1,200. Dawn 749-6708.

nothing, air, p-w, s-roof, many
other options, cheap at $1,900.
Call Don eves at 749-4101.

Maguire agency, 868-1262.

Durham - 2, 3, 4 person units
available. Walk to campus. OffStreet parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 8681632.

Summer Rooms Available -Stud en t House, 4 bedrooms,
kitchen, living room, and 2 baths,
plenty of parking, 1 mile from THall, lease and security deposit
required. $200 per month. Call
after 6 p.m. 332-2568. Ask for
Elaine. ·

Fall Rooms Available - Student
House, 4 Bedrooms, Kitchen, living room, and 2 baths, includes
heat. 1 mile from T-Hall. Lease
and security deposit required.
Call after 6 p.m. 332-2568. Ask
for Elaine.

Dover - Furii~hoo clean, quiet,
and sunny studio. Close to down
town and bus stop - includes
utilitie;:;, $25 a month, security
deposit.

l•TRAVEL
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHiTCH(r). (As reported in NY Times & Let's Go!)
AIRHITCH(r) 212-864-2000.

Its not too late, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN - as low as
$399, DAYTONA $304, call us at
868-7383.

2 bedroom furnished house on
Great Bay in Durham to share with
male occupant. Washer/dryer. NH to SAN DIEGO for $70!!! $255/mo 868-1818 or 868-2198.
March 16th, ONE-WAY, Male
only. Stops in Newark and Minneapolis. Call Steve: 862-5581.
4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
and bath,DoveronKari-Van,$675.
Includes heat. Lease required.Call
742-7908 between 7-9 p.rn.

IPERSON~I

3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
and bath, $475. mo. 5 bedrooms, Bridget - I'm in heat. Help Me!
living room, kitchen,and bath, and Love, Don.
den, $650. mo. Dover, Near KariVan, lease required. Call 742-7908
Juniors & Seniors - It is not too late
between 7-9 p.m.
to sign up for Golden Key. Send in
your membership forms.
Rent at the Coops. Tw~ three, four,
and fiv~ person units available.
Walk to all campus facilities. Two Have a say in brining movies, arts,
parking spaces per unit. Heat and and lectures to UNH! Join MUSO
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ today! Applications in Rm. 148,
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MUB. Deadline March 5, 1991.

Dear Gus, We didn't know that
you were in love with us. 7 day
delivery, Ice House Too. 868-1146
-Love Crew.

Join MUSO NOW ...Applications
available in Rm 148, MOB-Openings for fall semester.

Black 1985 Cutlas Ciera, Oldsmobile, brand new engine, new
breaks,and tires, recently painted,
AM/FMstereo,A-C,inspected 1/
91, like new, great condition,
$3,200 or best offer. Call 433-1975
after 5 p.m.

8:59 p.m. - Monday night. Don't
panic you have 60 seconds to order
your hot apple crisp or that
brownie sundae with - hot
fudge+cream. 7 day delivery. Ice
House Too. 868-1146.

Juniors & Seniors - It is not too late
to sign up for Golden Key. Send in
your membership forms.

This SATURDAY NIGm, don't
just sit there. Come to Late Night.
It's only 2 bucks to come party
with 500 of your closest friends.
You'll see TURNING CIRCLES
with a sound and light show that
will blow you away as they coldkick-it-live with the freshest, hy-

pest party zone that you've seen,
or you can just stay home.
Schnoogie: I'm sorry I was psychotic today. I can't even blame it
upon any of my feminine wiles.
And I won't ever be your mother
again. I promise. (I personally
challenge Ice House Too to do
something with this one. Ha.)
LAD.
Have a say in bringing movies,
arts, and lectures to UNH! Join
MUSOtoday! Applications in Rm.
148, MUB. Deadline March 5, 1991.

Spicy waffle fries with melted
Velveta cheese $2.00. We deliver
free, 7 days a week.Ice House Too.
868-1146.

Late Night UNH Saturday March
2nd 11 pm-2am GSR/MUB $2 at
door /$1 with Lat~ Night T-Shirt.
T-shirts $7 Sponsored by C.A.B.

What are you doing for spring
break?!! Jamaica and Cancun are
the hottest destinations this year
and we have low, low prices!!
Cancun from $399 and Jamaica
from $429. Catch the sun and nonstop action. Don't be left out in the
cold!! Call Sun Splash Tours 1800-426-7710.

AITN:AllGranolaloverswehave
hot veggie pockets, brocled: Chix
pockets+ Turkey burgers. To top
it off we have peach or blueberry

yogurt. Free 7 day delivery. Ice
House Too. 868-1146.

Join MUSO NOW ... Applications
available in Rm 148,MUB-Openings for fall semester.

CARIBBEAN - ONLY $189 FOR
SPRING BREAK! Why freeze here
when for only $189 you can by
lying in the sun on the Caribbean
or Mexican coast for a week?
SUNHITCHtm 212-864-2000.

SANT A CRUZ: Applications for
fall due: March 1. 208 Huddleston
Hall. 862-2050.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE: Applications for fall
due March 1. 208 Huddleston Hall
862-2050.

xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo.

Late Night UNH Saturday March
2nd 11 pm-2am GSR/MUB $2 at
door /$1 with Late Night T-Shirt.
T-shirts $7 Sponsored by C.A.B.

SAN DIEGO STATE: Applications
for fall due March 1. 208 Huddleston Hall 862-2050.

Mr. Levin ...Splendid .. .l knew I'd
run into you sooner or
later ... Didn't you know I was
saving myself for you?

Michael: I smile when I remember when I saw you coming
through the rain to meet me that
first time. You grinned at me and
kissed me so softly that I couldn't
help but blush. I didn't realize it
then, but this was the exact moment that I knew you were the
person I was destined to spend the
rest of my days with.

Have you got
something
To Say?
To Sell?
To Rent?

Place a
classified
ad!

Christopher... Where do they make
koala bears? Never mind, how
about a little wine and darkness
this weekend?

Just once?? Just one night??
B.Y.O.S.G. - on Tuesday, March 5
at 1 p.m., repeated on Wednesday, March 6 at 7 p.m., the folks at
TASK will teach you how to Build
Your Own (really effective) Study
Group. This could be your ticket
to an "A". Drop by or call us at
862-3698.

Durham

TOWN COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVE
Represent Students in Durham

~

DearChristine, we'll help you with
your math. Have ore teacher on
premises. We delive,r, Ice House
Too. 868-1146.

Thanks for a great wEkkend Rob.
Late Night UNH - lt' s Back
Again! Party till 2am with TURNING CIRCLES. They've bot the
boomin' system, the awesome
lights and all the HYPE you'll need.
So just show up and bust a move
with us.

Petitions · AvOilable For:

d
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Help voice student concerns
to the Town Government

Petitions are available in the Student Senate
Office, room 130, MUB
Return petitions to Jim Bptty or Ted Grimbilas by
March 1, 1991 at 4:00 p.m.
Questions? Call 862-1494

I can't believe we couldn't find
that book. But then again, we were
really shopping for wedding stuff,
weren't we?

Open Line

Stop by

the
Business
Office,
Rm 1108.
MUB

or cali
862-1323

RJNDEDsv

lP IF ®

Open line is an
anonymous and
confidential phone line
service offered to; promote
a positive awareness, give
.
support, supply
information, and in general
help all people concerned
and/ or connected -with
gay, lesbian, bisexual
•
issues.
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W illi am Sl oa ne Co ffi n

The Persian Gulf War:
New World Order or Continuing Nightmare?
Coffin has been President of SANE /FRE EZE in Washingto
Senior Minister of the Riverside Church in New York, and
Chaplain of Yale University. He served in the CIA in the 1950'
he joined the Freedom Riders in the south and stood trial in
1968 for his opposition to the Vietnam War and the draft.

Thursday, February 28th 7pm
Demerrit, room 152
Admission Free

Sponsored by the Progressive Stude nt Netwo rk
Funde d by PFO
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UNH

Athlete
of the

Week
presented
by:

Name: Jerry Bailey; Senior;
Greenland, NH
Sport: Tri-Captain,
UNH Men's Swimming
j

•

Bailey scored 51 points to tie teammate
Michael Dix for the third highest scorer in the
meet and was the unanimous choice for the
"Batterman Award" given to the highest
point-getter in their four-year career at the
New England Championships. Jerry was the
New England Champion at 4:06:00 in the 400
individual medley. Plus, he set a UNH record
in the 100 backstroke at 53.40, placing him
third. In the 800 free relay, he helped shatter
a five-year old school record with a time of
6:58 :92 for fourth. Jerry led the 400 medley
relay team wtth a school-record time of
4:30:82 to finish second in New England in that
event. He also led the 200 medley relay to a
school-record and fifth place finish at 1:37:59.

Name: Greg Taylor; Senior
Nashua, NH
Sport: Tri-Captain
UNH Men's Track

HAYDEN
SPC>RTS
38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

Greg helped lead the Wildcat men's track
squad to a solid sixth place finish. UNH scored
28 points to tie Southern Conn., just 14 points
behind fifth place UConn. Taylor was the
New England Shot Put Champion, with his
toss of 53' 2 1/4" to give UNH 10 points in
that event. He becomes the third New Englan
shot champion from UNH in five years, joining
Ed McCabe ('87) and David Weiser ('89).

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

Wanted:

WILDCHATS
WUNH s NEwEsT sPoRTs TALK sHow
1

--BUT WITH GUESTS!

JOIN HOSTS GLENN HAUSER, KEVIN
GRAY, and CHRIS BAILEY TONIGHT
AS THEY WELCOME:
*SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SENIOR .WRITER .
RICK REILL Y--via PHONE FROM HIS OFFICE
IN COLORADO
*BOSTON BRUIN ROOKIE LEFT WINGER
JEFF LAZARO--A FORMER WILDCAT
*uNH FOOTBALL STAR BARRY BOURASSA
*PLUS, A FEW SURPRISES!

TONIGHT
from 4-6 p.m. !
Only on

WUNH
91.3 FM

Sports .'E,ditors

. you get .. t o learn the difference between all o f these· differen t types of
type and other neat stuff! .
Applica tions are itow being accepted in
room 151 of the MUB (TNH).
(you also get to cover the sports
you want, and get paid for it all)
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UN H me n's tra ck fin ish es six th in N.E .
Barromeo and Taylor qua lify for IC4A s
By Dan Bureau
Sports Staff Reporter
Men's track ended their indoor season this past weekend
with a sixth place finish at the
New England Champion ships.
The team beat out sixteen other
schools, shocking major rivals
University of Maine and University of Massachusetts, both teams
that handed the 'Cats losses this
season.
The men were only bettered
by powerhous e Northeastern at
the top spot, followed by a strong
performance by Boston University, URI, Boston College and
tough contender University of
Connecticut. The 'Cats tied Southern Connecticut for the sixth spot,
but the victory was nevertheless
sweet after a season that started
out with a loss to one of their biggest rivals, Maine.
The tracksters placed one
New England champions hip with
senior co-captain Greg Taylor's
first place finish in the shot put.
Taylor threw a distance of 53'3.5".
Senior sprinter Barney J3arromeo
took third place in the dash as well
as a fifth place finish in the 200
meters. Jeff Tolson placed fifth in
the dash, ending a very successful
freshman season. Sophomor e
Scott Oegg managed a sixth place
finish in the 500 meter, showing
future promise for the 'Cats.
Therelayteams both achieved
personal bests. The team consisting of Senior Mike Cannuscio ,
juniors Steve Sarrette and Dan

O'Shaughn essy, and sophomore
Greg Wipf, garnered a sixth place
finish in the distance relay and
the young team of O'Shaughnessy,
Clegg, Tolson and freshman standout Robert Vekheck managed a
fifth place finish in the 4X400.
Talking to an enthusiasti c
UNH coach Jim Boulanger, you'd
might think that the men had won
the championships. Boulanger
was very pleased with the overall
performances stating, " We beat a
lot of outstanding teams, such as
major rivals Maine and Massachusetts, avenging early season losses.
The kids stuck their nose in and
said 'Hey, we're here to win and if
you don't like it then just try to
stop us.' The guys seemed to do
the job when we needed it to be
done. A sixth place finish is excellent. In all the years that I have
coached, this (finish in the New
Englands) is the best performance
that my team has ever achieved.
lt'sagreatw aytoend the season."
So why did the teams have
the early disappointments against
Maine and Bowdoin, and then the
late wins over UMass and URI?
Boulanger cites consistency and
hard work as the major factor.
"Overall we started the year on a
down note with those early losses, UNH's Barney Barromeo, seen here last spring, qualified for IC4As on Saturday. (file photo)
but the kids fought for improvement, and they were very impres- romeo and Taylor in the dash and close, the team looks towards to have set from the winter season.
sive in the final stages of the sea- shot put respectively. Ninety-six the sprin~ season, which begins Boulanger said, "If winter is any
son, especially during champion- teams will compete in the cham- on April 6. The small break, ac- indication, then we will have a
hope to
ship season."
pionships at Princeton, from cording to Boulanger, will be for strong team. We can only
"fine tuning". The men hope to break through, and then we'll be
This weekend, UNH will be schools from Maine to Virginia.
represented at the IC4As by BarWith the winter season at a live up to the standards that they an even tougher team to beat."

W.TRACK, from page 32

By Jen Merrifield
Sports Staff Reporter

The women's basketball team
is cruising through the end of their
1990-91 season with confidence.
The Wildcats
won an away_. - - - - •
game against
Northeastern
Universi ty
past
this
weekend ,
with another
outstandin g
team field
goal percentage (48%).
UNH dominated the game,
leading 29-19 at the half and ending with a 58-32 final score.
For the third straight game,
junior Kendall Daly was UNH's
leading scorer with 17 points.
Contributions to the win were
team-wide with outstandin g performances by Laura Seiden (10
points), Julie Donlon (9 points, 4

rebounds,5 assists), and freshman
Kerri Eaton ( 5 points,5 rebounds,
and 3 assists).
The 'Cats 'kept all of the Huskies in the single digits with Darlene Strong
gaining the
for
high
Northeaste rn
with only 9
points.
With
two games left

"Sue's a freshman breaking into
the higher class. She saved the
day by getting the team there.
Sue is providing a new spark for
the team," said Krueger.
The 4 X 400 meter relay was
won by the University of .Connecticut with a time of 3:48.02.
This time makes them NCAA
provisional qualifiers. This is the
second year the NCAA has had a
provisiona l qualifier category
and the first time a school from
New England has entered that
field. Krueger thought the creation of this new category was
"positive for track and field" and
she was very happy that UConn
qualified for it.
As for the rest of the New
Hampshire performanc es, the sole individual point scorer was
Brown in the open 200 meters.
Brown ran a personal best on Sat-

urday night in the trials with a
time of 26.26. Her final time of
26.43 on Sunday was good enough
for a fifth place finish and two
points for the team.
Other commenda ble efforts
were given be Downing in the long
jump, Schofield in the 55 meter
dash, and sophomore Judi Robichaud in the 1000 yard. Krueger
said Robichaud ran a quality race
for her first New England Championship meet. "She did not give
up or lose contact. She ran a real '
fine race," said Krueger.
This is it for the women's indoor track and field season for this
year. The team is going to "take a
week and regroup and really do
some good things for outdoors,"
said Krueger. The Wildcats will be
back in action April sixth at the
University of Rhode Island in their
first outdoor meet of the season.

HOCKEY f rom page 32 - - - - -

in the season
I
the
before
play).
Conference
North Atlantic
artin won the race to the puck
offs, UNH improved their NAC
flipped it ho~e.
nd
overall
their
and
record to 3-6
Martin nearly scored again,
10-14:
to
record
ut Levy's pad stopped the bid.
The Wildcats will host their
last home game of the season, and Maine's Dave LaCouture didn't
honor seniors Jen Casey, Julie miss the rebound.
Scott Pellerin gave Maine a 3Donlon, and Michele Brusseau,
Thursday night at 7 pm against 1 lead at 12:13 of the the second
Arkansas State in Lundholm with a power play goal. Pellerin
buried a one-timer after receiving
Gymnasium.

a pass from Robitaille, who found
Pellerinbar relingdown themiddle
of the slot.
Levy stopped another Mercier bid with a great kick save just
after Robitaille's strike. "I thought
we played a fabulous first two
periods," said Shawn Walsh,
Maine coach. "Levy kept them in
the game."
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No new streak; Huskies handle UNH
Freshman Tommy MacDonald led the 'Cats with 16 points
helped us get
three-pointBy Rob Henderson
ourselves
going,
ers.
Each
team
Sports Staff Reporter
but
we
just
took
six
treys
You might say it was a case of
didn't drop anytoo little, too late for the Wildcat in the first half,
thing."
men on Saturday when they took with the HusThere was one
on the Northeastern Huskies for kies making
bright
spot for
four
and
the
the second time this season. And
the Wildcats, in
the end result was the same. As Wildcats only
this particular
was the case in their first meeting, one.
game
anyway,
"I thought
the Huskies used their size and
as
they
managed
we
really
came
strength to win by a substantial
to shoot fairly
out and played
margin.
well from the
NU took advantage of a slow with good infoul
line.
first half by the Wildcats and came tensity. Our
They
have been
defense
.was
away with a 73-57 victory. The
inconsistent
Huskies have now won 14 in a great in the
from the line
row against UNH and lead the first half and
over
the season,
we
rebounded
series 62-26.
sometimes
at
extremely
"Last time we played these
very crucial
NU
guys we didn't play well and well,"
points in the
they're just a tough team for us to coach Karl
game.
But on
Fogel
said.
"It
match up to. They've got a lot
this day they
more physical ability and they've ·was a bonus
shot over 74% as
got a lot more depth than we do," because we
a
team from the
UNH coach Jim Boylan said. "The got some good
stripe.
shooting
from
last time we didn't shoot the ball
The Huskies
well and again this time. Some of Lamont
topped the 'Cats
it has to do with having an off Hough and
in most all offennight and some of it has to do with Tony McBride
sive categories,
but
a
lot
of
the fact that they played good so lid
including foul
defense on us and made our shots times we don't
shooting. NU
rely on that.
difficult."
shot a whopping
The 'Cats may have been as We rely on
89
.5% from the
doing
the
dirty
cold inside Lundholm Gymnasium as the temperature was out- work. It was a Bob Cummins in recent Lundholm Gymnasium action. (file photo) line and 51 %
from the field en
side, managing to shoot just over . real satisfying
route to victory
23% from the floor. Bob Cummins win for us.H
in
front
of
665
spectators.
The WildAs
the
Wildcats
missed
shot
dug
ourselves
a
big
hole
"We
and Matt Neimier were high-scorers at halftime with four points after shot, some of them not even in the first half and made a little bit cats did, however, outscore the
close to making it, the Huskies of a run in the second half," Boylan Huskies 40-37 in the second half.
each.
"We've been playing well, I ·
However, NU' s Lamont slowly increased their lead. The said. "We had some open shots,
mean
we're not winning games,
'Cats
would
never
lead
in
this
we
just
didn't
put
them
down.
If
Hough was not cold. Hough led
the Huskies in scoring at halftime gameandfound themselvesdown we could have made a couple of , but we've been right there with a
shots early, maybe it would have chance with a minute or two to go
with nine points, all coming on 36-17 at the break.

to win the game or lose the game,"
Boylan said.
The loudest the crowd got was
during the halftime festivities. Attendees were randomly selected
to participate in a shooting contest. Starting off with a lay up and
then moving to the foul line, then
to the top of the key and then to
half court, each contestant had two
chances to make each shot and
win a patriotic red, white and blue
basketball. No contestant could hit
the half court shot until the last
contestant nailed it, bringing most
of the fans to their feet.
'1t' s disappointing at this time
of the year when you're getting
ready to goto the playoffs, to have
a game where you don't show up,"
Boylan said. "The first half we just
didn't want it, we had no desire.
Maybe this wakes us up a little
bit."
Steve Camey led the Huskies
with 15 points and 7 rebounds.
Hough finished with 13 while
Dexter Jenkins and Marcellus
Anderson each chipped in 10.
Tommy MacDonald heated
up in the second half and finished
with a team leading 16 points.
Cummins finished the contest with
12 points with Neimier adding
seven. Guard Bryant Davis led the
team in rebounding with seven
caroms.
The Wildcats travel to North
Carolina to play Wake Forest
tomorrow and then return home
to finish the regular season against
Hartford on March 2.The NAC
playoffsbeginMarchSoncampus
sites.

•

Had to be said
A Column
By Rob Heenan
Sports Editor
A rough week for the
Boston winter sports teams.

•The Celtics went 1-2,
with the win coming against
New Jersey and the losses at
Indiana and Pheonix. The loss
to the Suns is understandable,
but blowing a huge lead
against the eacers?
• The Bruins, after spending three days in Pheonix, lost
to Chicago and St. Louis and
also lost their number one
ranking in the league. If you
saw the St. Louis game, you
know they deserved to lose
the top spot.
They'll bounce back.
• Hey Phil, how about
those Knicks?
• Spring training started
for the Red Sox pitchers and
catchers this week. It feels
warmer already knowing that
Opening Day is just around
the corner. If anyone is going
anywhere near the Winter
Haven, Fla. area for spring

·.·:'.:'.·

break and decides to stop by
the Sox training camp, write us
a feature on it. We'll probably
print it.
I ao wish that Roger Clemens would wear his own
number instead of someone
else's during spring training.
Last year it was 14 for Jim Rice. This year it's 24 for Dwight
Evans. I think someone should
have a contest next year to see
what number the Rocket will
wear.

•

• At least the Patriots will
be playing on natural grass next
year. I know I was worried, but
· those wonderful tractor pulls
will continue. I'm relieved.
• Ivan Lendl won another
tournament this week. Two in
a row. Lendl will win Wimbledon this year and regain his
number 1 in the world ranking.
• Dwight Gooden is again
talking about a contract with
the N.Y. Mets. Good, they deserve each other.
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•To the UAC Titans, this
week I trashed them, last week
I didn't.
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Wildca ts fall to
Black Be.arsJ 4-2
•

By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor

is another "most important game
of the year" on Friday night at 7 pm
in Providence. UNH finished fifth
in Hockey East with a 10-9-2 record
and actually jumped into the top
ten in the nation fort he first time all
season. The winner will advance to
the HE semifinals in Boston Garden on Friday, March 8.

UNH, dominating the final
frame, nearly tied the game several times. Mitrovic' s goal came
on a one-timer just inside the right
post with a man on his back. Kevin
Dean had made a pass to Joe
Flanagan who was crossing the
blueline into the Maine zone on
the right boards. Flanagan, pick-

A disciplined first two periods of tight backchecking by both
teams and opportunistic offense
by Maine had staked the Black
Bears to a 3-1 advantage. It was
up to UNH, starting the third
frame on the power play, to come
back once again in the latest
"most important game of the
year." .
Since Providence had
lost earlier in the day to lastplace Northeastern, the 'Cats
000
needed just a tie to gain home
ice for the playoff game with
PC this Friday night.
Savo Mitrovic scored a
:! ::::::::
EasLqu~rtkfJAaf piay9ff
;r;;g\Ti- .
clutch goal at 1 :49 of the third,
/
:denceb~tweenUNHarid
.pc·are
ori.
s
ale·nowafthe
UNHathletic,·ticket
. -_ .• .·
just six seconds after the
power play expired, to get
the Wildcats within 3-2, just
one goal short of the tie they
needed.
Despite forcing Maine
goalie Mike Dunham to make
14 saves in the final period
while Jeff Levy made just six
in the UNH net, the 'Cats fell
short. Maine's Martin
Robitaille's empty-net goal at
The 'Cats, ranked ninth in the ing up speed, skated by a defender
19:37 sealed it.
country with their 22-10-2 overall and fed Mitrovic for his 13th of the
"If we play like that, we can record, will face PC (20-9-2, 10-9-2 year.
At 5:28 UNH freshman Glen
be in the final/' said Dick llmile, in HE) who won the tie-breaker
UNH coach. "We had Maine back with UNHforfourth place. The tie- Stewart made a great pass to Scott
on their heels in the third period. breaker came down to the records Morrow between two defenders.
That is saying something to have of each team against sec:ond-place Morrow flipped a shot labeled for
Maine. UNH was 0-3, the Friars 1- the upper corner, but was robbed
them back on their heels."
by the glove of Dunham (27 saves).
Fortunately for UNH there 2.

Pl(]u()ff ticket & bus

•· tt11Bft:1~
~tibn••· ••
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•
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A hooking penalty was called
against Maine's Jean-Yves Roy on
the play.
Domenic Amodeo set up
Flanagan for another great chance.
Flanagan's 25-foot slapper was
stopped by Dunham. A followup backhander by Flanagan was
also stopped by Dunham.
Chris Winnes made a nice
· individualrush,sweptinfrontand
was stopped. Again, Flanagan was
there for the rebound. And again,
Dunham sm9thered it.
Kevin i;;>ean also had a great
chance to get the equalizer, but
was stifled by Dunham. "I thought
Kevin Dean was going to tie the
God damn thing up," Umile said.
"I think we out-played them
and out-worked them in the third
period," Umile continued. "Dunham came up with some big saves.
I have no beefs effort-wise. We'd
obviously love to play with this
crowd, this enthusiasm (against
PC). It's just a shame the playoff
game has to be played in Providence and not in Durham, New
Hampshire.I'll tell you what. They
(the fans) will be back the first
game next year. I'll bet my life on
it."

Fans were lined up about sixpeople wide beginning at the ticket
window, out the parking lot and
several hundred feet down the side
walk by 4:15 pm for the general
admission tickets that went on sale
at 5:30. It was the seventh sellout

(3,530) of the season at Snively.
It was the final game at Snively for seven seniors (though
three did not play). This includes
co-captain Riel Bellegarde. "That's
trivial right now," Bellegarde said.
"It's nothing to dwell on. We're
going to Providence a.nd we're
going to win. I've enjoyed playing
in Snively, but we're just getting
focus-ed on Providence. We've
worked too hard. This is too good
of a team. I wouldn't want to play
against UNH in the playoffs."
Freshman Bob Donovan had
opened the scoring for UNH at
12:57 of the first. The speedy center skated by Maine defender Dan
Murphy and flipped a backhander past the glove of Dunham.
Dean and co-captain David MacIntyre assisted. This came just after
Dean had poke-checked the puck
awayfromRoy, whohas31 goals,
on a possible break-away.
Then Maine scored two goals
just 16 seconds apart (at 15:58 and
16:14)totakea2-1 lead. Both goals
were scored with the teams skat-ing 4-on-4. MacIntyre and Roy
were in the penalty box for late
hits. Also, both goals were scored
on rebounds after Levy (25 saves)
made a difficult save on the initial
shot.
On the first Martin Mercier
broke in alone, but was stopped
by the sliding pad of Levy. Matt
please see HOCKEY, page 30

Women 's track
13th in N.E.
By Michele Page
Sports Staff Reporter

This past weekend UNH
placed 13th among twenty-eight
track and field teams gathered at
Boston University's Armory for
the New England Championships,
a meet that Nancy Krueger, UNH
coach believes "has a real specialness to it."
"It involves all three athletic
divisions. Everybody wants to be
involved in the New England
Championships. There's a lot of
heart there," said Krueger.
Any way you look at it, this is
one of a series of prestigious meets
in which the UNH women's track
and field team participated
throughout the year.
After a long Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon, the
Wildcats finished with nine points
for their 13th-place finish.
Almost all of the 'Cats points
The UNH men's hockey team will be taking on Providence College at Schneider Arena on Friday at 7 pm. came in the relays. On Saturday
night, the 4 X 200 meter relay team
The 'Cats defeated the Friars 2 games to 1 in last year's playoffs. (John Comer photo)

consisting of co-captains Laura
Schofield and Kristy Downing,
and juniors Amy Brown and
Kristine Grange ran a personal best
of 1:45.23 in the trials. Refreshed
and ready-to-go Sunday, the same
team bettered that personal record to 1:45.17 and a third place
finish overall. Krueger said that
was the highest finish ever for a
New Hampshire team·.
"It wasn't quite a school record, but that was their best time
ever," said Krueger.
Sunday afternoon also saw
the 4 X 400 meter relay team finish
sixth overall with a time of 4:03.82.
Downing ran first leg of the relay,
handing off to freshman Sue
Thayer. Thayer then passed the
baton to Grange who ran the fastest leg. Schofield finished up in
the anchor leg. Krueger applauded
the efforts of her 4 X 400 team,
especially the work of Thayer.
please see W. TRACK, page 30

